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ABSTRACT
The construction industry plays a vital and highly
visible role in the life of every nation and its people. It
builds the plants and installs the equipment used by other
industries. So, if construction industry becomes inefficient
this affects also the total economy. In the U.S., productivity
in construction has being declining over the last two decades.
Based on goverment statistics, productivity in construction
reached a peak in the late 1960's and has been falling almost
consistently since then. The objective of this thesis is to
provide a clear view of productivity and its measurement and
examine the productivity problem of the U.S. construction
industry in order to contribute to an understanding of the
factors that cause the problem, as well as possible solutions.
'A large part of the reported productivity problem in
construction is actually due to unreliable and inadequate
statistics. Goverment statistics for collecting and
interpreting data are inaccurate and unreliable. Deflating the
nominal output with a cost rather than a price index results in
an understatement of real output and productivity. However, a
large part of the productivity problem after the late 1960's is
real and the deceleration in the growth of capital-labor ratio,
the shift in the mix of construction output, as well as the
larger percentage of young and inexperienced workers employed,
appear to be its major causes. Additionally, it is important to
emphasize that there are some factors unique to construction
that constrain the industry from being productive. Such factors
as the unique nature of the construction projects, the
dependence of the industry on the economy, the small size of
the firms, the lack of R&D, adverse weather conditions, safety
problems, and restrictive work rules and practices appear to
negatively affect construction productivity.
There is a need for the various parties (management, labor,
goverment) to cooperate towards the common goal, namely the
improvement of construction productivity. New management
techniques must be employed, restrictive work practices must be
eliminated, bulding codes and goverment regulations must be

simplifyed and improved, and an orientation towards innovation
must be established. Moreover, the proper measurement of
productivity, not only labor but also total or multi factor
productivity, is prerequisite to improving it, by providing a
way of determining trends and levels of productivity as well as
the response to the corrective actions.
Thesis Supervisor: Fred Moavenzadeh
Title: Professor of Civil

Engineering
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INTRODUCTION

"Productivity is the efficiency with which output is
produced by the resources utilized. A measure of productivity
is generally defined as a ratio relating output to one or more
of the inputs (capital, labor, etc) which are associated with
that output. More specifically, it is an expression of the
physical or real volume of goods and services related to the
physical or real quantities of inputs".[13
Over the past years productivity has become a big issue
in academia, politics and to some extent, in industry itself.
Although the American economy is still the most productive in
the world, its preeminent industrial position is not
unassailable. According to the American Productivity Center [23
(APC) Japan is expected to overtake the U.S. in labor
productivity (GDP per hour in $1970)

in the year 1999.

Americans have become increasingly preoccupied with diminished
productivity growth. Most other industrial nations have
improved their productivity over the last two decades at a
much faster pace than the U.S., and several countries have
surpassed American productivity in highly visible and

important

industries, notably steel, automobiles and construction. This

study will address the productivity problem within the context
of the construction industry.
The construction industry plays a vital and highly
visible role in the life of every nation and its people. The
construction industry builds the plants and installs the
equipment used by other industries. If a country's construction
industry becomes inefficient, this is going to affect other
industries in two ways. First, the price that is charged for
the goods and services produced in plants is affected
negatively by the higher construction cost. The cost of doing
busineess and making products in the U.S. increases and this
makes it more difficult for the nation's business and industry
to retain foreign markets and compete against imports. Second,
because of the increased cost of building plants and installing
equipment, less plant and equipment can be purchased per dollar
spent. So other industries buy less plant and equipment and,
having invested less, suffer from slower rates of productivity
growth. Therefore, it is obvious that construction productivity
has major ripple effects on the rest of the economy.
The total value of new U.S. construction put in place
in 1987 was $397 billion, around 8.9 percent of the GNP.
This does not include maintenance and repair (M&R), commercial
and industrial renovation and hazardous waste clean up.
Construction products have

historically accounted for 55-65

percent of the country's total investment in Gross Fixed
Capital Formation (GFCF) while the construction industry

employs over 5 million people, about 5 percent of the
non-agricultural labor force nationwide E33. If we add to the
above number of people

employed by construction companies,

the number of proprietors and working partners as well as the
number of, workers employed by manufacturers of building
products, construction workers in non-construction companies
(e.g. "force account" workers), and

architects, engineers

and others employed by design firms, construction industry
employment would propably be in proportion to the industry's
share of GNP; thus it would propably total more than 8
percent of the national non-agricultural labor force.E43
Construction has many characteristics common to both
manufacturing and service industries. As in manufacturing, the
products are physical, and often of large size, high cost and
increased complexity. Additionally, construction products are
durable and immobile. Although the products of construction are
physical, it resembles to a service industry because it does
not accumulate significant amounts of capital when compared
with industries such as steel,

petroleum, mining and

transportation. So, construction can also be characterized as
as service industry where the materials are procured and
processed into constructed facilities.
The fragmentation, specialization and small size of firm
that typifies the industry is a response to the demands put
upon it. Specialization is necessitated by the complexity,
uniqueness and variety of product types. Fragmentation gives

the industry the flexibility it needs to regroup in adjusting
to the frequent changes in the level and the type of
construction demand.
Wide fluctuation in demand is almost a regular feature of
the construction market, and in consequence organizations in
the industry structure their activities so as to minimize the
total cost of this uncertainty to them. Firms are reluctant to
invest in resources, especially fixed assets, which require a
commitment to future work. The fear of having to redeploy
current resource, once on-going projects are completed,
aggravates this uncertainty and leads to inadequate resources
on present jobs. Furthermore, organizations tend to maintain a
stable but minimum level of resources and spread them over as
many jobs as they can procure, causing slower progress on site.
During the past two decades the construction industry has
experienced many problems. Construction costs have risen at a
rate approximately 50 percent higher than the inflation rate.
Project durations have increased and many projects have overrun
their projected schedules. Claims and lawsuits have multiplied
to the extend that, on some projects, only the attorneys have
profited. Many individuals and organizations have expressed
alarm about the productivity trends of the U.S. construction
industry. Although there is some disagreement about the
magnitude of the decline, most researchers and experts agree
that productivity in the U.S. construction has being declining
over the last 20 years. More significantly, there is total

agreement that productivity growth in construction (which was
negative according to most of the researchers) has been slower
than in other

industries in the U.S. Also

it has been slower

than in the construction industries of other
countries. However, all

industrialized

assertions about the poor performance

of construction productivity have been based on data from
goverment statistics

(see table 1.1).

Many researchers argue

that the largest part of the reported decline
it

is due to the deficient and

is not real

but

inaccurate statistics that

understate real productivity. Others, however, argue that
although goverment statistics are inaccurate

the productivity

problem in the construction industry is real.

The objective of

this thesis is to examine the productivity problem of the U.S.
construction industry and to contribute to an understanding
of the factors that cause the problem, as well as the possible
solutions.
In chapter 2 productivity
for all

is defined and

its importance

levels of economic activity is emphasized. Two basic

approaches to measuring productivity
single-input)

(multi-input and

are described. There are three basic methods of

measuring multi-input productivity and

its growth. The first

method uses an economic accounts framework

and defines

productivity simply as the ratio of real output to the
associated real factor costs. The quantities of the factor
inputs are weighted by their base period prices. The second
method takes a parametric approach

to measuring productivity

Annual Index Values for Output per Employee Hour in the
TABLE
100)
U.S. Construction Industry, 1947-1984 (1977 2
Year

Index

Year

Index

1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
- 1954
1955
1956
1957
2958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
2965

71.4
77.1
77.5
81.8
83.0
84.9
89.1
93.2
93.6
93.6
96.5
103.9
105.9
109.9
112.8
114.6
114.9
117.1
118.3

1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
2981
1982
2983
1984

115.3
126.2
121.8
110.9
108.3
113.0
112.0
106.6
94.9
98.0
102.9
100.0
95.7
89.8
83.0
82.4
86.2
85.5
84.2

SOURE:

U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Table 1.1
Source: [43

and utilizes some type of production function, usually the
Cobb-Douglas one, and making some specific assumptions defines
productivity growth or "the residual" or "technical change" as
the difference between the actual growth in real output and
the growth in real output that is due to the increased
utilization of factor real

inputs. Finally, the third method

utilizing duality theory developments defines productivity not
as the growth in output not accounted for by input growth but
as the change in average cost unexplained by changes in input
prices. This method assumes variable returns to scale, thus
relieving one of the assumptions of the second method, and
decomposes productivity growth in two parts, the one that is
due to technical change, and the one that is due to scale
effects. The important implication of this method is that any
measured slowdown in productivity growth may not be due to a
decline in the firm's dynamic performance (i.e. technical
change) but either to an exhaustion of the scale economies or
to cyclical or long run declines in the firm's rate of output.
This implication, in turn, is very important for policy
implications.
Next, single input productivity measurement is discussed.
It is emphasized that caution must always be given to the
interpretation of single input productivity measures since
their changes reflect not only changes in productive efficiency
(technical change) but also substitutions that result from

changes in relative factor prices. After the discussion about
single input productivity measures, the probable useful
utilization of site productivity indicators is mentioned (their
use is described in chapter 4) and then the sources of
productivity data in the U.S. are presented.
In chapter 3 general principles for measuring outputs and
inputs are presented and the importance of the use of proper
deflators, enabling comparisons between different time periods,
is emphasized. Different products can be combined in terms of
their relative prices, that is the sum of all factor costs, but
also in terms of their requirements in a single factor. The
importance of deflation of nominal output with a price rather
than a cost index is explained and emphasized. Cost based
indexes overdeflate because they ignore changes in factors
that reduce final prices even when input costs are increasing.
It is also important to note that the price indexes currently
in use do not take into account quality changes in output that
are not associated with an increase in the cost of production.
The incorporation of such changes represents probably the most
difficult problem in the construction of productivity
estimates.
Next, the measurement of inputs is discussed. For

labor,

the proper unit of measurement is the labor hour and in a labor
weighting scheme the weights are generally based on the base
period wages or earnings of the various kinds of workers (to
exclude inflation).

For capital, which

is by far the most

difficult

input

to quantify, the stock that contributes

production is computed by one of

one firm or

then

the described methods and

is multiplied by the base year rate of return
to obtain the real capital

to

input. As

(cost of capital)

intermediate inputs to

industry are the output of another,

their

measurement follows the principles used for the output
measurement. It

is very important

to note here that

intermediate productivity measures must be used for
proper

the

interpretation of total or multi factor productivity.

Chapters 2 and 3 represent the theoritical
for understanding the complex

background necessary

issue of productivity and

its

measurement.
In chapter 4 construction productivity trends are
described. Total factor productivity growth in construction was
below the average of the private business economy for all
between 1948 and
for

1981

except for

years

the period 1953-1960. Data

the labor productivity in construction indicate that output

per worker hour reached a peak

in 1968 and has been declining

almost consistently since then. Moreover, the same data
indicate that

labor productivity is not expected to reach

again

its peak before the year 2000. However, the reliability of such
data must be seriously questioned. The real construction output
used to construct these measures

is severely underestimated

mainly because of deficiencies in the process of deflation of
nominal

output. Unlike manufacturing, where products are almost

standarized,

in construction every product

is different, so

it

to develop

is very difficult

and use price indexes. Therefore,

even if theoritically unacceptable, cost
used for the deflation of nominal

indexes are mostly

output,

thus resulting

in an

understatement of real output and productivity. After some
further discussion about goverment productivity statistics, the
way they are computed and the resulting deficiencies, site
productivity measurement methods are presented. These methods
measure time utilization and
measurement of actual
useful

productivity. However,

implement,

they are very

as they are rather easy and

they must be used by all

In chapter 5 probable causes of
performance of the construction
their validity and importance is
researchers have

inexpensive

contractors.

the poor productivity

industry are presented and
investigated.

Various

investigated the decline of construction

productivity after the

late 1960's and examined various factors

that probably contributed to
total

indirect

in providing an indication of field effectiveness in the

use of resources and,
to

therefore give only an

the decline. Although there is not

agreement, there has been a rough consensus that the

deceleration in the growth of capital-labor ratio, the shift
the mix of output,

in

and the larger percentage of young

and inexperienced workers employed account for

the major part

of the decline (if we take into consideration the measurement
deficiencies).

The increase in goverment

1970's has also negatively

regulations during the

influence the productivity

performance of the construction

industry

(and other

industries

as well)

but this

influence

is not possible to be quantified.

There is also a number of factors unique to construction that
constrain the industry from being productive. Such factors as
the unique nature of construction projects, the dependence of
the industry on the economy, the small

size of firms, the

lack

of R&D, adverse weather conditions, safety problems, and
restrictive work rules and practices appear

to negatively

affect productivity in construction.
in chapter 6 recommendations are given for the

Finally,
improvement of

the measurement and the actual performance of

construction productivity. There is a need for more
comprehensive and accurate measurement of construction
productivity. Goverment methods for collecting and
interpreting data must be improved in order for right
productivity measures to be computed and useful

productivity

comparisons to become possible. Additionally, greater use of
site productivity measurement

systems is needed.

take responsibility for productivity

improvement and attack the

problem utilizing modern management systems and
motivational

Managers must

labor

techniques. Labor, espesially organized labor must

recognize that the long term interests of the workers will
best served if they cooperate with management

be

in removing

restrictive and unproductive work practices. Goverment must
recognize the importance of construction

industry's well

for the well being of the whole economy and must
enhance construction productivity by

help to

improving goverment

being

regulations and codes as well as their administration and
enforcement. Additionally it must reduce the limits on labor
training innovations and, perhaps most important of all,

it

must lead the effort to increase construction R&D investment
that will eventually result in higher levels of construction
productivity. Finally, it is very important to note that a more
intergrated approach to the problem of construction
productivity is needed. The various parties must cooperate with
each other towards the common goal, namely the improvement of
construction productivity.

CH--1=PTER
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PRODUCTIVITY'S IMPORTANCE, MEASUREMENT METHODS & DATA SOURCES

2.1 Productivity and its importance

Productivity is a complex subject in terms of both concept
(meaning) and measurement. Unless we have at least a general
understanding of its meaning, we can not develop a common
objective towards which to work, and unless we understand hoe
to measure productivity and changes in it,

it is difficult to

determine whether the objective has been attained.
Productivity measures the relationship between output (the
amount of goods and services produced) and inputs (the
quantities of labor, capital and material resources used to
produce the output). When the same amount of inputs produces
larger quantities of goods and services than
the same amount of output is produced
of inputs, productivity

before, or when

with smaller quantities

has increased.

It is essential to clarify and distinguish between the
terms efficiency and effectiveness. Effectiveness refers to
achieving desired ends without paying attention to how many
inputs it took to do so. Efficiency refers to achieving
desired results with minimum inputs or obtaining maximum

20

results from a limited amount of input. One might produce 1000
industrialized housing units in the most efficient manner
possible, but if there is no demand for industrialized housing,
one could hardly declare that the undertaking was effective or
that productivity improved.
It is important to note that the level of productivity
for any one period is not very significant as by itself.
Significance is derived from comparisons of productivities of
particular units, industries, or sectors over time (rates of
change); or in comparisons between levels (and changes) of
productivity between the same industries and sectors in
different countries. So more important than the productivity
level is the rate of productivity growth. Productivity growth
is defined as the growth in output not accounted by input
growth, or equivalently, the rate of change in average cost not
explained by changes in input prices.
Productivity

has a direct influence on a

nation's

standard of living. As long as the participation ratio (ratio
of employed labor force to the overall population) does not
change and as long as hours of labor per worker

remain

constant, it follows mathematically that movements in per
capita income must precisely follow those in average output
per worker.

If output per worker increases, per capita income

must go up commensurately and the members of the working
community will benefit from increased productivity growth.
Conversely, any economy whose labor productivity growth lags

persistently behind that of others must eventually experience
a relatively (although not absolutely) lower standard of
living. Also,

increased productivity of a country enhances its

competitiveness in the international market (and improves its
trade balance) since it can produce less costly. Finally it is
generally known that productivity growth and inflation are
related. If input cost increase no more rapidly than total
factor productivity improves, prices can remainksteady. For
example, if input prices increase 5 percent on a year but each
unit of input yields on the average 5 percent more product,
output prices need not rise at all. But when increases in
wages and in prices of other inputs outrun the growth in
productivity, the cost per unit of output rises. Thus, the
relationship between productivity growth and inflation is
close and direct. All other things being equal the more rapid
the rate of productivity growth, the lower the rate of
inflation.
There are fears that growing productivity will

sadle the

economy with entractable unemployment. Neither history nor
logic provides any foundation for these fears. In the short
run, employees who resist innovations that would increase
productivity growth may even have been right to some degree in
terms of their immediate self-interest, because employers may
well be tempted to remove from their labor force those workers
whose

new machines have replaced. In the long run however,

matters are quite different. The output of any economy does

22

it usually expands. The workyear per employee

not stay still;

of

living improves. For both reasons, over

even though productivity has grown
unemployment has shown no
At the industry
independent from

industries

higher

industry may change the production

for another

periods,

spectacularly,

since

another,

industry that used to sell

longer

involuntary

tendency to rise.

level,

one

the standard

it declines as

does not remain constant either;

are

not

productivity

in one

process. For example, if an

its output as

intermediate input

industry, now can produce the final product

less

costly and more productively than that industry, it may choose
to produce the final

product itself rather

than intermediate

ones.
Also the

industry with higher productivity

can

enjoy

higher profits and as a consequence, higher wage levels and
more capital equipment. Given a reasonable degree of
competition,

if factor prices

in

one industry tended to

more than average, there would be a tendency
move into that

rise

for resources to

industry. However, many times goverment

intervention in the form of regulations and subsidies inflate
the productivity of one

industry artificially and prevent

that shift of resources from one industry to
At the firm level

productivity

another.

improvements can lead to

more responsive customer service, increased cash flow,
improved return on assets and greater profits. More profits
provide

investment capital for the expansion of capacity and

23

the creation of new jobs.

Improved productivity contributes to

the competitiveness of a firm

in

its markets, both domestic

and foreign.

2.2 Productivity measurement

The two basic approaches to productivity measurement
(muftifactor and single factor productivity measurement) will
next be described. Because of the high
muftifactor

importance of

productivity three methods of measurement will

presented. Finally, the issue of site productivity

be

indicators

will be briefly mentioned.

2.2.1 Multifactor productivity measurement

The conceptual framework

for the

productivity, including changes in

measurement

productivity over time and

differences in productivity among organizations
same output,

is found

producing the

in the theory of production. Production

theory is most directly relevant
producing units, such

of

to individual

firms or other

as establishments or multi-establishment

firms. It may also be used, with appropriate modifications, to

of

analyze the productivity

industries composed of firms or
in producing a specified

establishments engaged primarily
range of products or for

the aggregation of

industries that

comprise te entire business economy.
At the

level of a firm or industry, as distinguised from

the entire economy, the volume of output
of

the volume of services of the basic

labor

(L)

and capital

(K),

(Q)

is a function

(f)

factors of production,

of the intermediate products

purchased from other firms or

industries

(I),

and of the

level of productive efficiency, which changes over

time

(t).

Thus,

Q=f

-,,$

(2.1)

Under conditions of competitive equalibrium
other factor markets, producers,
use each

input up to

marginal product

the point at

minimize costs,

which the value of

the input)

is equal

to

its
with the

its cost

Similarly, in competitive product markets, output

produced up to the point at which
normal

to

(the increase in output associated

use of an additional unit of
per unit.

in order

in labor and

profit,

is equal

to

its unit cost,

its price exclusive of

is

including a
indirect

taxes. For this reason, product prices for a based period are
usually used as weights for combining quantities of various
outputs, and base period input prices are used as weights for
inputs.

When output and

inputs have been measured

prices over time, ratios of output to
can be calculated to

in constant

individual

input classes

obtain "partial" productivity measures,

or ratios of output to all associated inputs may be calculated
to obtain a

"multifactor" productivity measure. Changes in
the net saving in

the multifactor productivity measures reflect
the real
increases

costs of production achieved over

time, that

in productive efficiency generally,

ar included

if all

is,
inputs

in the denominator. The primary force behind

increases in multi-factor productivity, assuming comparable
rates of capacity utilization
cost reducing

in the periods being compared,

is

technological progress. But other forces also

affect productivity, including economies of scale, changes in
the quality of resources and under
conditions that prevail

the dynamic disequalibrium

in the real world,

inter-industry

shifts of resources.
Another version of the production
following

function is

the

:

V = g(K,L,t)

where V denotes the real

(2.2)

value added,

gross production minus the real

the real

purchases of

value of

the intermediate

products. Productivity estimates based on this

version of the

production function indicate changes in the efficiency with
which primary

inputs of an industry

(labor,

capital) are used

26

to add real
other

value to the

intermediate products produced

by

industries. Two basic points must be emphasized here.

First,

the exclusion of intermediate inputs from industry

measures restricts the generality of
production, since in principle

the basic model

of

it is possible to substitute a

primary input for a secondary one and vice versa. Secondly,
productivity measures based on total output and
explicitly

indicate the savings achieved over

intermediate products, as well

inputs

time in

as savings in the primary

input

factors.
A method of measuring multifactor productivity
an economic accounts framework

is by using

[53 and the basic concept

underlying this method is rather simple:

MF =

In

Q

(2.3)

(aL + bK)

this formulation Q denotes the real

added of a sector
aggregate);

product, value

(in effect, a price-weighted quantity

L denotes the labor input, measured as labor hours

weighted by base period average hourly compensation; K denotes
capital

input, assumed to change proportionately to real

capital stocks weighted by base-period rates of return;

and a

and b denote the percentage shares of labor

in the

output (factor income originating).
that multifactor

productivity

It

and capital

is important to

stress

is measured here within an

economic accounting framework as a ratio

of real product to
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the associated real factor costs. The weights are changed
periodically to reflect changes in the structure of production
and the relative prices of outputs and of labor and

capital

inputs. Although this concept is often called "total factor
productivity", this designation may be misleading because
intangible inputs resulting from research and development
(R&D), education, and training are not included with the
tangible factor inputs.
A second method of measuring multifactor productivity was
proposed by R. Solow (1957) [63 and other economists which
took a parametric approach to estimating multifactor
productivity, initially emphasizing the Cobb-Douglas production
function:

a

h

Q = TL K

(2.4)

In this formulation the exponents a and b measure the
elasticities of output with respect to labor and capital
input or, when index

numbers are used, the income shares of

the factors. Analysts usually set b equal to 1-a, which
imposes the assumption of constant

return to scale i.e. an

increase (decrease) in the quantities used

of all

inputs by

the same proportion will lead to an increase (decrease) in
output by exactly the same proportion.
In

cross-sectional analysis the scalar T measures the

difference in multi-factor productivity between producing
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units;

in time series analysis it measures the change in

multifactor productivity over time. The rate of change in T
may also be obtained for time periods of varying lengths as
the difference between rates of change in output and the
weighted rates of change in the inputs:

dT

T

d

a(dLLa ) b(dKK)

(2.5)

In this formulation multifactor productivity is often
called "the residual" since it reflects all forces, other than
the measured inputs, that contribute to the growth of output.
In his work Solow suggested a simple way of segregating
shifts of the aggregate production function from movements
along it and used the term "technical change" as a shorthand
expression for any kind of shift
Following Solow's initial work

in the production function.
there has been considerable

further development of the production function

approach using

the Cobb-Douglas function as well as other functions involving
different concepts of the production process, like economies
of scale, variable elasticities of substitution between
factors, and "biased technological change" which means that
changing technology may increase the demand of one factor
relative to another. Under these assumptions, factor shares in
income (factor costs) may be changing over time which implies
either a constant elasticity of substitution that differs from
unity or a variable elasticity of substitution.
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Measures of efficiency, returns to scale, factor bias, and
elasticity of factor substitution are four standardly cited
characteristics of a technology. The nature of the technology
itself, as depicted by these characteristics, and relative
factor prices are commonly

recognized

as the primary

determinants of factor productivity. In combination, these
factors determine the best-practice (least-cost) technique for
any particular period. Movements over time of the best
practice technique, then, represent technolical change. Salter
(1966) [73, assuming constant returns to scale over the range
of capacity

outputs being considered, defined quantitative

measures for the remaining technological characteristics.
Based on Salter's work and basic economic concepts, then,
a schematic representation of dividing technology change into
its component parts is given in figure 2.1. Movement of the
best practice technical package from a resource mix of point A
in period n to that of point D in period n+1 represents a
change in technology characterized for example, by increasing
efficiency (A to B),

labor-saving bias (B to C),

and

substitution of capital for labor (C to D) with returns to
scale assumed constant. Knowing the resource mixes at points
A, C, and D, which are real technical packages, and
recognizing the equality of the capital-labor ratios at
points A and B and cost equality at points B and C, the
contributions of each of these components can be quantified by
means of straightforward mathematical computations. It might be
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L)

Tn

I

I

1

I

/ /70

I

I'

LABOR

Note: Constant returns to scale are assumed.
A

best-practice technical package at the prices of period n, given
Tn as the production isoquant

B

C
D

theoretical technical package defined to separate the effects of
efficiency and bias; its capital/labor ratio is the same as that
of A, while its cost is the same as that of C
best-practice technical package at the prices of period n, given
Tnul as the production isoquant, or both Tn and Tn.l
best-practice technical package at the prices of period n+1, given
Tn+i as the production isoquant, or both Tn and Tn+1

FIG. -Schematic Representation of Dividing technology Change, Represented by
Movements Over Time of Best-Practice Techniques, into its Component Pans

Figure 2.1
Source:

[83
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noted that cost reductions are associated

with the efficiency

and substitution shifts and might be perceived as motivations
behind the changes but not with the bias shift, the motivation
for which remains somewhat unclear. [93
Although a constant returns to scale model may be
appropriate for measuring productivity growth, assesing its
sources requires a more general model. A very important model
(method) for measuring multifactor productivity growth, that
allows for variable returns to scale was proposed by F. Gollop
E103. Gollop argues that two are the dominant mediums of
productivity growth; technical change and scale effects (he
does not consider scale effects as a component-characteristic
of technical change). The former produces a downward shift of
the average cost curve and the latter is characterized by a
movement along the average cost curve. He further argues that
assigning productivity growth to these source categories is
extremely important, especially for firms and individual
sectors having rates of output growth that are either
exceptionally high or unusually sensitive to cyclical events or
one-time exogenuous shocks. It is very important to note that
the scale effect on productivity growth is a multiplicative function
of scale economies and output growth. Consequently, even if a firm
has substantial scale economies,

the scale contribution to its

productivity growth will equal zero if its rate of output
growth equals zero.

In fact, a negative rate of output growth
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will cause a negative scale contribution in spite of large
positive scale economies. Scale can contribute to lower average
cost (higher productivity growth) if and only if the firm is
allowed to move down its average cost curve. Consequently, any
measured slowdown in productivity growth may not be due to
either a decline in the firm's dynamic performance (i.e.
technical change) or even to the exhaustion of scale economies,
but to cyclical or long-run declines in the firms rate of
output. Performance and policy implications therefore depend
importantly on the source decomposition of productivity
growth. Because of its importance and its propable application
in the construction industry, Gollop's model will next be
described.
Duality theory developments have stressed the
correspondence

between economic production and cost functions.

Consequently, the rate of productivity growth can be defined as
the growth in output not accounted for by input growth or,
equivalently, as the change in average cost unexplained by
changes in input prices. So each production technology can be
represented by a factor minimal cost function:

C = g(Y;

, W ,...

T

(2.6)

and

C=

W.X

== 1
i=l

(2.7)

.

while the production function has the form:

f(Y; , X2,...,X

)=0

(2.8)
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where production cost C is a function of the input prices (W.,
where W, is the price of X,

Wa,. is the price of Xe, etc),the

level of output Y and technical change T. It is assumed that
factor markets are competitive and that the output supply
always meets the demand. However, constant returns to scale is
not a maintained hypothesis. Average cost is a function of
output.
Logarithmically differentiating the cost function (2.6)
with respect to time decomposes the rate of growth of total
cost into its source components:

Salr

diT =

iIng didiW
alnW.

dT

+

aino diny airw
8 d
a1nY dT

(2.9)

aT

The rate of growth of total cost can be expressed as the cost
elasticity weighted average rates of growth of input prices,
plus the scale weighted rate of growth of output, plus the rate
of cost reduction due to technical change.
According to Shephard lemma, factor quantities that
minimize the total cost of a production process are equal to
the first partial derivatives of the cost function with respect
to factor prices:

a(2.10)
a
Multiplying
of thisbothequation
sides
by the ratio W/C, and
Multiplying both sides of this equation by the ratio W /C, and

noting that C=g and az/z=alnz yields:

aing

8anW.
where Sk

(i=1,2,...,n)

Wx

S.

C

(2.11)

represents the cost share of the i th

input (usually L, K, I). The elasticity of the cost with
respect to the price of each input equals the corresponding
input's share in total cost.
The elasticity of cost with respect to output

(S.)

can be

interpreted as a measure of static or scale economies:

d-ng

=

S

(2.12)

If Sy equals unity, cost proportionally responds to changes in
output (constant returns to scale).

If S, is less (greater)

than unity, cost increases less (more) than proportionally with
increases in output, thus implying the existence of scale
economies (diseconomies). Regardless of its value, S, isolates
that change in cost that is independent of technical change and
changes in input prices.
Finally, the rate of technical change can be defined in
terms of the partial elasticity of the cost with respect to
time. The rate of technical change Sr equals the negative of
the rate of growth of total cost with respect to time, holding
output and the prices of all

inputs constant:

,g
aT

(2.13)

VT

Given this characterization of economic growth, the change in
total cost holding

input prices constant can be viewed as the

sum of the static and dynamic

sources of economic growth;

i.e.

the sum of the scale and technical change contributions:

alnC dinY
alnY dT

dlrnC

dT

-+

alnC

S

aT

dlr
I

S

Y dT

(2.14)

ST

Formally defined, the rate of productivity growth equals
the negative of
holding

the rate of change

in average production cost

input prices constant. Therefore substracting

growth rate of output from both sides of eq.

the

(2.14) and

reversing signs produces the relation between the rate of
reduction in average cost
growth and

its two sources:

dinAC = - , ain
1
dT

(AC) associated with productivity

'81nY

=-

1) dlnY + alnC
dT

dllnY

(productivity growth)

=

ST = (1 S

dT

Holding input prices constant,
cost

aT

(2.15)

dinY

dT

+ ST

the rate of reduction in average

equals the sum of the rates of

change in average cost resulting from a movement along
average cost curve (scale effect)
cost curve (technical change).

the

and a shift of the average

Under constant returns to scale

Sy equals unity. Under zero growth dlnQ/dT equals zero.

If
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either condition holds, technical change becomes the sole
source of productivity growth.
Application of this model of productivity growth requires
that it be extended to incorporate price and quantity data at
discrete points in time.
Taking the total derivative of the natural logarithm of
eq. (2.7) with respect to time, we obtain:

dlnC'.X.iidlnW.Ii n W.X IdlnX.I
dinC
1
dT
C
dT
i=1 C dT
dT & C dT

(2.16)

(2.9) and further

Substitution of eq.

(2.16) into eq.

substitution of eq.

(2.11) into the result yields the following

expresion for productivity change:

81,g dln?
__ng

aY

BT

dT

1

_

1'

(2.17)

dT

For constant returns to scale this equation becomes:

-

r1 . dinY
0

aT

dT

i'
dlriX.1
'
S.
i=
dT

(2.18)

In order to apply this index to discrete (e.g. annual)
data, Caves et al.E113

recommend the use of the first

differences in natural logarithms and of beginning and
end-of-period averages for the input cost shares. Implementing
this recommendation for eq.

(2.18) one obtains the following
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formula for measuring the rate of growth in multi-factor
productivity compounded continuously over the time T-1

to T:

i=1

2.2.2 Partial or single factor productivity measurement

Partial or single factor productivity measures are useful
in showing the savings that have been achieved over time in
the use of each input per unit of output. Their changes,
however, reflect not only changes in productive efficiency
but also substitutions that result from changes in relative
factor prices. In technical language, changes in partial
productivity reflect movements along production functions as
factor proportions are changed as well as shifts in production
functions due to technological change. When relative factor
prices change as a result of changing supply and demand in
factor markets, managers alter input proportions in order to
minimize unit cost given the changed set of relative prices.
This may also affect the output mix.
Historically, labor partial productivity measures were the
first type of productivity measures to be developed and today
still remain the most commonly used. Aside from the fact that
labor input is easier to measure than other factors of

production are, almost every type of capital, energy, or raw
material

input reflects the cummulative effort of labor

required to produce it.
The measurement of labor productivity reflects changes in
the efficiency over time, but it reveals little about the
reasons accounting for these changes or their sources.
Increases in labor productivity may be the result of:
(a)increases of the proficiency of labor
Increases in the efficiency of all persons engaged in
production, from entrepreneurs to unskilled workmen, stem both
from the input of capital for training and skills development
and from other continuing gains in the efficiency on the job.
The accrual of experience on the job leads directly to improved
techniques and to ideas for better methods (learning curve
effects). Other efficiency improvements stem from sound
management direction and from effective labor-management
cooperation.
(b)increases in the efficiency of capital
Increases in the efficiency of capital stem from long and
short-term research, development and effective dissemination of
improved product and process design, and also from more
efficient machineryand equipment.
(c)increases in the quantity of capital
Increases in the quantity of capital

investment, can be

embodied in land, buildings, machinery, tools, working
inventory, engineering techniques and skills improvement.
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One purpose of measuring productivity is to determine
whether and to what extent technological change has occured
over time in a production process, an individual firm or
plant, an industry, or even an entire economy. Alternatively
productivity measures may be used to compare two processes,
firms, industries, or economies at the same point in time to
determine which entity is technologically superior. Both
purposes involve the comparison of technologies. Technology is
here to be interpreted in the broad sense as the entire
process required in transforming inputs to

outputs. Thus,

technological change may arise from innovations in equipment,
organization, information, or

management. In certain very

restrictive situations partial or single factor productivity
measures are able to confirm the occurence of technological
change. For example, if only one input such as labor is reduced
while output and all other inputs remain unchanged, then the
resulting increase in labor productivity (output per

labor

hour) would be sufficient to confirm that technological change
has occured. Similarly, if all

inputs remain unchanged or

decrease while output increases, then all of the single factor
productivity measures would increase. In this case, any of
these measures would confirm the occurence of technological
change. Neither of these restrictive situations in which SFP
successfully tests for technological change permits more than
one input quantity to change. In practice, however, most
changes in technology require the substitution of one input
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for another, so that SFP indexes are rarely useful

in

measuring technological change. There is usually ambiguity in
SFP indexes as it is not usually clear if measured changes are
due to technological change, relative price changes, or both.
So partial measures should always be interpreted with caution
and used as aids for the analysis of multi-factor productivity.
Conversely, multi-factor productivity measures can help
understand changes in partials. For example, if the growth rate
in the multifactor measure is less than that of the
single-factor labor-hour measure, we know that some of the
increase in the labor-hour measure is due to increases in the
amount of other inputs per unweighted labor hour.
A number of techniques mostly based on either the time
study concept, developed by Frederick Taylor, the father of
scientific management, or on the motion study concept,
developed by Frank Gilberth, can be used to predict labor
productivity. These techniques that will be described in
chapter 4, measure time utilization and therefore give only an
indirect measurement of actual

labor productivity. They have

been used successfully in manufacturing but can also be used in
other industries to.

2.3 Productivity data sources

2.3.1 Labor productivity data sources

Several sources of labor productivity are available. The
basic data are derived from the National Income Accounts and
the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) current employment
statistics program. Using these data, the BLS reports quarterly
the output per hour of all persons in the private business
economy, the nonfarm business sector, and in manufacturing. In
addition, annual

indexes are reported for various economic

sectors such as manufacturing, mining, transportation,
communication, public utilities, and trade.
industries, like

For some

construction, the BLS does compute a

productivity index, but it is considered so deficient

(mainly

because of real output measurement problems) that it is not
published.
The output numerators of these productivity ratios are
estimates of real gross product originating (value added) in
the business sector of the U.S. domestic economy, by major
industry divisions, prepared by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA), in the U.S. Department of Commerce.
The labor input measures for all these aggregate series
are based largely on a monthly survey of establishment payroll
records. The BLS publishes quarterly annual estimates of hours
of all persons engaged in production in the business economy.

In addition to the current indexes of labor productivity
published by the BLS, private researchers (like J. W. Kendrick,
E. F. Denison, D. Jorgenson et al)

have developed and published

their own indexes of labor productivity. For some of these, the
output and labor-input measures differ from these published by
the BLS.

2.3.2 Multi-factor productivity data sources

In 1980 the American Productivity Center (APC) began an
attempt to prepare and publish multi-factor productivity
indexes for the U.S. economy, by sector, on annual and
quarterly basis, paralleling the sector labor productivity
estimates published by the BLS.
The concept of total factor productivity (TFP) was renamed
multi-factor (or multi-input) productivity

(MFP or MIP) by the

APC in recognition to the fact that the ratio relate real gross
product

(value added) to only the tangible factor inputs of

labor and capital, the latter including land and other natural
resources as well as man-made structures, equipment and
inventories. Intangible capital, however, such as that
resulting from human investments in education and training, is
not included, nor are financial assets. The term is also broad
enough to cover ratios of gross output to all tangible inputs,
like energy, and other intermediate goods and services, as
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well as the basic factors of production.
The output estimates for these ratios are those used by
the BLS (prepared by the BEA) in the computation of its labor
productivity indexes. The industry hours are estimated by the
APC as the product of the BLS estimates of employment and
average hours per week, plus unpublished estimates of hours
worked by proprietors and unpaid family workers. The estimates
of fixed capital used, are those published by the BEA, based on
the perpetual

inventory method (which will be discussed in

Chapter 3).
The real

labor and capital

input index numbers are

combined by weighting each by its base year ratio to gross
national income in the sector or industry as estimated by BEA.
The capital input weights are 100 minus the percentage shares of
labor. The relative weights for the index numbers of the
factors reflect both quantities and prices. If factor
quantities (labor hours and real capital stocks) were weighted
directly, the weights would be the factor prices (average
hourly labor compensation and gross rate of return on gross
capital stocks).
The index numbers of real product are divided by the index
numbers of labor, capital, and multi-factor inputs to obtain
the partial and multi-factor productivity index numbers.

CHA FPTEFR

THE MEASUREMENT OF OUTPUT AND

The development of both

:3

INPUTS AND THE USE OF DEFLATORS

single and multi

factor

productivity indexes requires measures of output and

input

quantities. Ideally, these components of productivity indexes
are denominated

in physical units of measurement. Such data

become less available however, as levels of economic activity
become more aggregared. Thus,
indexes that are

one typically uses quantity

obtained by deflating

to their constant

dollar equivalent the current dollar values responding to
physical quantities in order

to correct for price changes.

Other measurement considerations that apply
include:

to

all

components

(1) development of an appropriate weighting system if

heterogeneous

items comprise a single component;

for changes in
(3)

the

the component quality over time;

inclusion of new inputs and outputs

(2) adjustment
and

introduced

into the

production process.
It must be empasized that all

indexes used to construct

component measures must have the same base year,
which

the index

is set at

the year

100.0. Finally every effort

should

be made to collect component data from the same source to
ensure comparability.

in
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3.1 The measurement of output

A productivity ratio, whether single or multifactor
productivity, is intended to identify shifts in

a production

function linking output to one or more inputs. The measurement
of output for use in productivity ratios should be based on
criteria that minimize spurious changes in productivity not
caused by shifts in the production function. There must be a
consistency between output and inputs used to produce that
output.
In the case of a producing unit making one homogenuous
comodity, production in physical terms is merely a count of
units produced. For a commodity to be regarded as homogeneous,
certain conditions should be fulfilled. The product should be
of a specified quality, and it must conform to precise
standards of size and volume. Eventhough the measure of
production in this case is a single count, the way of
defining the unit of product can have different implications
for productivity measurement.
For the most usual case of a plant or an industry
producing many heterogenuous products, the different units
must be expressed on some common basis. They

can be combined

in terms of their labor

capital

requirements, their

requirements, their energy requirements

and so on. The diverse
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products can also be combined
prices, that

in

terms of their

is the sum of all factor costs. When products are

combined with value or price weights, that
their dollar

is, on the basis of

value, then a single factor productivity measure,

such as an output per

labor

reflects not only changes
also shifts in

input

measure, for the total

in the productivity of

labor but

the importance of the components, products,

with different value per unit of
It

relative

is easier to establish

quantity of output for

labor

input.

meaningful

measures of the

industries and processes, the more

homogenuous that output is.

If meaningful

data are not

available, the appropriate dollar measure of output
receipts plus increases (minus
finished good
receipts

decreases) in the value of

inventories. If output

(and inventory changes),

deflated with an index

is

is to be measured by

this figure should be

of output prices rather than input

costs. Cost-based indexes overdeflate because they ignore
changes in factors that affect
final

(and for the most part reduce)

prices even when input costs are

increasing. These

factors are technology, profit margins, labor
mamagement capabilities. For

skills, and

example, suppose

receipts

increased solely as a result of increased output prices, while
output quantities,

input quantities and

constant. The input cost

input prices remained

index used to deflate receipts would

leave them unchanged. As a result, productivity
to

increase although the ratio of real

would appear

output to real

input
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had not changed. Conversely, suppose productivity had actually
increased through an increase
quantities remained

in output quantities while input

constant. If output prices were constant

while input prices increased, then the use of an input cost
index to deflate receipts would incorrectly diminish

the

measured productivity increase.
At present the price indexes

(see section 3.3) that are

used for adjustment purposes take into account improvements
in a product which are associated with a higher cost of
production. However, other quality changes are not associated
with an increase in the cost of production and are not
accounted for in price deflation. If the factor inputs required
to produce the new better quality product are no greater than
those needed to make the old one, productivity is substantially
underestimated. It is important to emphasize that the
incorporation of changes in the quality of output represents
propably the most difficult problem in the construction of
productivity estimates.

3.2 The measurement of inputs

As a general rule only inputs that contribute to
output being measured should be considered. Failure

the
to

accurately match inputs with outputs will inevitably bias the
productivity measure.
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3.2.1 Labor

Production labor

input is

traditionally measured in

hourly terms. Two methods are used, hours

worked and hours

paid (including vacations, sick leaves, assorted holidays).

If

information is available hours worked should be used because
it is more directly related to the quantity of output being
measured. An hour paid but not worked simply raises the
compensation paid for each hour actually worked.
The contribution of salaried employees can be estimated by
calculating the ratio of indirect (salaried) to direct

(hourly)

workers and multilplying by direct labor input (hours). Total
labor input is the sum

of direct and indirect inputs. Measures

compiled by the Bureau of Labor Statistics stop at this point.
They are computed using unweighted labor hours and take no
account of quality variances.
The case for the use of weighted rather than unweighted
labor input data in productivity measurement can be made in
several ways. First, it can be argued that different kinds of
labor are often distinctly different inputs into a production
process. For example, in many production processes, capital
a substitute for unskilled labor, and skilled labor is a
compliment to capital and therefore itself a substitute for
unskilled labor. This line of reasoning suggests the use of

is
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occupations as the kinds of labor to be weighted. Second, it
can be argued

that even when two kinds of labor are

compliments, the more skilled labor represents a larger number
of input units per hour of work. This line of reasoning
suggests the use of weights based on some skill-related
dimension of labor input, such as years of schooling, formal
on-the-job training, or years of experience. A third reason
for the use of weighted labor input is that in some cases a
productivity measure based on

weighted labor is appropriate to

compare to a measure of wage change. When the mix of types of
labor used is changing an unweighted

productivity measure can

overstate or understate the rise in the wage of each type of
labor that is consistent with constant unit labor cost.
As time passes new jobs may be introduced and entirely new
skills may be required. Measured labor input must include
contributions from the new jobs. The simplest way to approach
this problem is to rebase the entire productivity index to
the year the new job appeared. Then new skill is given

a

weight of zero in periods before its appearance.
In a labor weighting scheme, the weights are generally
based on the wages or earnings of the kinds of workers
distinguished in the weighting

scheme. The implicit assumption

here is that differences in wages between kinds of labor
represent differences in their marginal productivity. This is
true for a perfectly competitive labor market.
A measure of labor input equivalent to that

of weighted
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labor hours can be

obtained by deflating total

labor

compensation with an index of average hourly earnings. This
index should be weighted to reflect the relative size of each
labor category, the weights varying in accordance with the
labor mix.

3.2.2 Capital

Capital

input is by far the most difficult component of

productivity indexes to quantify. Total capital stock consists
of all non human assets available to a firm for production.
Capital assets can be classified as tangible and intangible.
Tangible capital consists of fixed structures and equipment,
and land.

Intangible or financial capital can be further

categorized as working capital and portfolio investments
(investments made with funds not required for current
production).
For consistency, capital

inputs are measured much the

same way labor inputs are. Only capital stocks that contribute
directly to production are considered. This includes all of a
firm's assets except portfolio investments. In general, real
(constant dollar) capital input is estimated by multiplying
real capital stock by a ratio that reflects the value of
capital services per period per unit of capital stock. The
basic principle used is one of economic efficiency, that is

capital stock should be valued in terms of how well it
performs; how efficiently it contributes to production.
Economic efficiency is difficult to measure. It is
necessary to examine available data, find accurate information,
and make extensive calculations. Capital assets owned by a
firm are present twenty four hours a day every day of the
year. It is a simple matter to determine their existence, a
more difficult problem to determine their usage.
The most readily available and often used information is
extracted from accounting statements. Working capital can be
measured accurately this way although use of some accounting
rules may cause distortions. The measured quantity must then
be deflated by the appropriate index prior to the use as
component of total capital stock.
Difficulties are encountered when fixed assets are valued.
Here the concept of economic depreciation clashes with the
idea of accounting depreciation. Economic depreciation is a
measure of economic efficiency. It reflects the proportion of
machines worth expended in production. Accounting depreciation
was originally intended to do the same thing. It does not. Tax
laws aimed at increasing investment, accounting practices,
inaccurate service lives and the inability to account for
maitenance expenditures that lengthen service lives have
combined to cause distortions. Despite these problems
deductions are made to equipment values, deductions that serve
as rough guides to efficiency loss.
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Accounting statements provide two values of depreciable
stock; net and gross. If a gross measure is used capital
depreciated at all.

is not

It is valued to the book value and

deflated to the base year. Separate deflators are used for
structure and equipment. When a gross measure is adopted an
implicit assumption is made that the capital being measured
functions at

100 percent efficiency over its service life.

This is not usually true.
The alternative to gross valuation is the adoption of some
sort of depreciation schedule. This schedule will propably not
be the one used for income reporting. It should be chosen to
reflect as closely as possible

beliefs about economic

depreciation patterns. A straight line or an end-of-sevice
weighted schedule is more appropriate than one that reflects
some type of accelerated depreciation.
Two additional methods are available for use in valuing
fixed capital. Provided the information they require is
available, these techniques are more accurate than either of
the accounting methods previously mentioned.
The perpetual inventory method measures an asset beginning
with its purchase price and makes yearly deductions for the
declines in economic efficiency until discard.

In a given year

the sum of previously aquired asset values and current year
purchases is equal to current capital. This sum is then
deflated for use in a particular base year. If resources are
available to make accurate estimates of economic depreciation
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and service lives this method is prefered. When estimates are
not correct
as

the perpetual

the book value method.

system treats

inventory method is not

depreciation. A perpetual

the way each

This results from
are retired

assets that

as accurate

prior

to full

will continue to

inventory system

count the undepreciated value as a capital component until
economic efficiency reached zero. A book value system would
drop it

immediately. Unfortunately, neither method

when fully depreciated capital

is useful

is in use.

An approach using fictitious

leases avoids problems

associated with indeterminate service

lives that accounting

and perpetual inventory methods face. Fixed assets are
treated as available through
developed

lease from other firms.

If a well

market exists, the lease payment will reflect

the

assets' value in use. This value can be taken as a reflection
of the assets' contribution to production.
capital

input

It represents the

associated with fixed capital.

The idea has several advantages.

It

is more consistent

with the flow concept used to measure labor.
not required, the

amount.

market, reflected

is

imaginary lease need not be drawn, payments

need not be made, and capital
appropriate

If equipment

inputs can be reduced by an

Service lives are determined by the

in the lease payment, and need not be

formally considered. The rate of return demanded by the lessor
on the equipment should reflect to

some

extent business risks

and the possibility of technological obsolescence, factors

not even considered by other

techniques.

Because the accuracy of the

imputed

lease payment depends

on market efficiency, practical application is a function of
market dynamics. If a competitive market exists for the asset
being valued,

then the value is propably accurate. If not,

influence of external factors

like tax

incentives,

the

lack of

information and market dominance by a single firm or

a few

firms will distort prices. When no market exists the method
should not be used.
Some valuation methods have been described. One of

them,

leasing provides a number suitable for direct substitution as
an element of capital

input. The others do not.

must be derived through

This figure

the application of a suitable base

period rate of return to the total

capital stock.

3.2.3 Intermediates

Measurement of intermediates is often easier
measurement of

labor or capital.

Intermediate

purchases of goods and services by one firm or
another. At the

level of

individual

than

inputs

are

industry

from

industry, intermediate

inputs are often a larger fraction of

the value of

than are

Because intermediate

inputs of

labor and capital.

the

output

inputs to one firm or industry are the output of another,
problems in their

the

measurement are conceptually the same as the

problems of measuring output.
A productivity measure that includes labor, capital, and
intermediates

measures the productive efficiency

of all

inputs. As such it includes the efficiency of suppliers. A
partial measure using only intermediates in the deniminator
can be used to trace supplier efficiencies directly. Like any
other partial measure this one should be carefully interpreted.
Many firms assume, because intermediate prices can not be
controlled, productivity measures should omit intermediate
inputs. The

result, a value

added measure, deducts

intermediate values from output and input quantities. This has
several effects. Changes in vertical integration policies can
substantially

change the

measured productivity

of the

remaining inputs. If the use of intermediates is rising over
time relative to other inputs a value added measure could be
biased downward. A sharp rise in the use of

intermediate

input would cause this by initiating waste reduction measures
involving the use of additional capital or labor.
It is best to measure total productivity
intermediate partials

to aid interpretation.

and

use

While

intermediate prices can not be controlled, steps can be taken
to limit the use of goods and services that contribute the
least to productivity. The efficiency of the entire business
is of concern, not that of particular parts. Obtaining maximum
efficiency from two factors, labor and capital, makes little
sense if 95 percent of total inputs are inefficient.

3.3 The use of

indexes-deflators

Information collected for productivity measures must be
presented in meaningful

terms before use.

In order

to permit

comparisons, inflationary effects must be removed and all
numbers must be expressed

in real dollars.

Index numbers are

used for this purpose.
"Index numbers are used to

measure the change in some

quantity which we can not observe directly, which we know to
have a definite influence on other many quantities which we
can so observe, tending

to increase all,

while this influence is concealed by

or diminish all,

the action of many causes

affecting the separate quantities in various ways"[123.
appear

in

two forms.

year of the index,

If the base year

then the index

called a Laspeyres index;
the years,

that of

year.
the

the

initial

is base year weighted and

is

it has a fixed set of weights over

the base year.

designated as the base year,
index;

is also

Indexes

the

If the most current year
index

is

is called a Paasche

it has a variable set of weights, that of the current
A Paasche index shifts each year

rates prices

move and

to reflect changes in

variations in productive

efficiencies. Formulas for determining the index
reflect these definitions:

numbers
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-Laspeyres (price weighted) :

P,n

(3.1)

Po q0
-Paasche (price weighted) :

1

(3.2)

Po qi
where p, : price in period i
po : price in period o
q% : quantity in period i
qo : quantity in period o

Here p is the price of the goods and services represented
by quantity q in either period i or the present period o. Items
measured must have similar specifications in each period.
Alterations (like quality improvements) would introduce error
because the index would no longer measure the same quantity
each period.
Because most individuals are interested in measuring
efficiency improvements with respect to some beginning point,
Laspeyres indexes are commonly used. They also minimize the
number of calculations when

constructing an index, one

important consideration in view of the fact that inputs and
outputs should be deflated

individually to minimize

inflationary effects.
Paasche indexes are sometimes used when the input and
output components frequently change. Because they reflect
current year relative weights they are more accurate in a
rapid changing enviroment than Laspeyres indexes.
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Both indexes are related through an index that compares
the value required to produce a single unit of output from an
initial to a subsequent period. Using the previous notation
this index is:

Value index :

(3.3)

Po qo
P, q,
P-qj'

Po qo

(3.4)

S-

Piqo

Pi q

Po q0
The Paasche index that results is quantity rather than
price weighted as in eq.

(3.2). A quantity weighted Laspeyres

index can also be obtained when a value index is divided by a
price weighted Paasche index.
When indexes are maintained over

long periods of time,

index numbers often grow so large that they lose intuitive
meaning. The process of switching (shifting the base year) was
developed to prevent this. An extension of this concept is the
procedure known as splicing. The need for splicing arises from
the fact that indexes, to maintain accuracy, are constructed
from quantities selected on the basis of detailed, unchanging
specifications. As technological innovations occur and the
economy evolves these specifications can no longer be met and
new indices must be constructed.
Comparisons between indexes are made possible by splicing.
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Splicing can be used whenever two indexes overlap by one or
more years. The ratio of new to old index numbers for the
overlapping year is calculated. This conversion is then
multiplied

by successive

new index numbers so that both

indexes are expressed in terms of the original one.
Because two different indexes are combined, direct
comparisons
original

between index numbers derived from separate

indices are not possible. Even qualitative comparisons

may not be meaningful if the implicit assumption that both
series move in parallel over time is violated. A spliced index
should never be used in a literal quantitative sense. It should
be treated as an indicator whose accuracy is dependent upon the
similariry of the included indexes.
Cyclical or seasonal price movements often obscure
underlying trends and impair accuracy. One way to compensate
for this is by taking measurements at identical points during
each cycle. Each measure then includes equal amount of
destortion.
Accuracy is also ensured through selection of proper base
years. These years should be "normal" in terms of price and
quantity used of the product or the products that make up the
index. If not, data collected during normal years will be
compared with the temporary conditions that prevailed during
an abnormal base year. Resulting index numbers will be biased
due to selection of wrong base year.
The base year of a productivity index made up of more than
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one input or output should be changed frequently. This ensures
that the relative

influence of each quantity is accurately

reflected. A general

guideline is every 5 years.
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CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTIVITY TRENDS AND ITS MEASUREMENT

4.1 Construction productivity trends

Many reaserchers have studied the productivity postwar
performance of the various sectors of the U.S. economy.
Although they have used different concepts of defining and
measuring productivity there is almost universal agreement
among them that the rate of productivity growth in the U.S.
began to decline from its postwar rate in the mid to late
1960's (see table 4.1).
The decline in the rate of productivity growth that has
occured in the private business economy has been particularly
acute in the construction industry. In all

information that

will be presented in this chapter (goverment statistics)
output is defined as value added (or gross product originating)
by each sector of the economy. Tables 4.2, 4.3, 4.4,4.5, 4.6,
present information about changes in total factor productivity,
output, labor productivity, capital productivity and capital
labor ratio, during periods between 1948 and 1981 for the whole
private business economy as well as individual business
sectors. For construction the data are presented clearer in

figures 4.1,

4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6. As table 4.2 as well

as figure 4.1
growth
percent

indicate,

total

(or multi)

factor productivity

(technical change)in construction reached a peak of 4
during the period 1957-60, approached zero during the

1960-66 period and turned negative in the following periods.
The total

factor productivity growth

the average for
except for

in construction was below

the private business economy for

1953-57 and

all periods

1957-60. The performance of the change

in total factor productivity in construction was the second
worst of all

industries for periods 1960-66 and

the worst for periods

1966-69 and

Construction's output was
that of the total
1957-60. After
and 1979-81

1979-81.

increasing at a higher rate than

private business economy until period

that

it fell

behind and for periods 1973-1979

the increase was negative (decrease).

Change

in

labor productivity was below average for all

years except for

the period

the change in total
between changes

productivity
technological

1957-1960. Generally,

it followed

factor productivity. The small difference

in total factor and

indicates that a very small

Using

1969-73, and

is due to

labor productivity

part of the increase

the increased capital

in labor

investment and not

change.

data from tables 4.4, 4.5ý

and 4.6 we can clearly see

that the difference between changes in labor and capital
productivity equals approximately the change
labor ratio for all

in the capital

periods considered. The change in capital

labor ratio was higher

in construction than average up until

1966-69 and only after

that fell behind.
labor ratio

the change in capital

period

negative. The change

Actually, in 1973-79
in construction was

in capital productivity

was always below average and

in construction

(except from 1948-1953) was also

negative.
Finally, it must be noted

that data used

in the above

tables and figures have the advantage that because the boundary
years for all periods were peak business cycle years, the
effect of the cycle was minimized.
As we can see from figures 4.7 and 4.8 not only
construction labor productivity

(expressed either as output per

worker, or output per worker hour),
measured,
other

lagged

industries,

Although

it

which

is the most commonly

in the past behind the productivities of most
and it

is expected to continue to

is expected that construction

labor productivity

will rise in the future, the increase is expected
relatively to other

industries as well

From table 4.8 we can see that

lag.

to be slight

as absolutely.

labor productivity

in

construction, when expressed as output per worker, reached a
peak

in 1965. When expressed

reached a peak
from both

in 1968

in output per worker hour

(table 4.10).

tables, construction

expected to reach again

it

Either way, as we can see

labor productivity

is not

its peak before the year 2000. [192

From the same tables we can see that

after the

late

1960's, although output began to decrease in construction,

employment continued to rise. Output after reaching a peak in
1966 declined dramatically during the years after and as we can
see it is not expected to reach again its peak before 1992.
However, employment continued to increase until

1973 (first

energy crisis) and after a big drop in 1974 revided again and
continued to increase until

1979. The drop during 1980-1983 was

succeded by an increase which is expected to continue (at a
rather moderate pace) at least through the end of the century.
Compensation per worker, as a result of the declining labor
productivity after the late 1960's, was in 1985 below what it
was in 1969 (see table 4.9).

It is obvious that, due to low

labor productivity, construction workers lack the opportunity
to enjoy higher wages. Compensation per worker reached a peak
in 1976, declined after that, and is expected to reach that
level again in 1991.
Regarding international

comparisons, APC data for 1979

(figure 4.9) clearly show that Germany had by that time
surpassed U.S. in terms of labor productivity in construction,
while France was only a little behind. Additionally, figure
4.10 indicates that during the 1970's although the U.S
construction labor productivity continued to be higher than
that of France,Britain and Japan the difference was seriously
reduced and this was not due to the extremely superior
performance of construction productivity in foreign countries
but rather due to the poor performance of U.S. construction
productivity. If these trends continue in the future, the U.S.
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construction firms in addition to the difficulties in competing
internationally that already face, will have problems competing
against foreign firms in the U.S. market as well. However,
such comparisons may not be completely accurate because of
differences in the techniques for collection and

interpretation

of data.
As we can see, goverment statistics indicate that there is
a important productivity problem in construction. Relatively to
other industries in the U.S. construction productivity
performance seems to be poor. Additionally, goverment
statistics indicate that construction productivity in U.S.
reached a peak in the late 1960's and has been declining almost
consistently since then. However, the accuracy and reliability
of such statistics is very often questioned and this is an
issue that will be extensively discussed in the next section.
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TABLE
Rates of Change in Total Factor Productivity, U.S. Business Economy,
by Industry Group, 1948-81
Industry
Group

194879

194853

Private business
2.0
3.2
economy
2.2
3.0
Manufacturing
Food
2.7,
3.2
1.8
Tobacco
2.1
3.6
0.5
Textiles
2.6
Apparel
2.4
2.8
Lumber
0.2
Furniture
2.0
2.1
Paper
3.6
2.3
1.4
Printing
2.0
3.4
1.9
Chemicals
Petroleum
1.9
1.8
Rubber
1.7
1.9
1.2
-1.8
Leather
2.4
Stone, clay, glass 1.4
2.9
Primary metals
0.4
1.7
Fabricated metals 1.4
1.3
Nonelec. mach.
2.3
4.3
Elec. mach.
3.7
4.9
Trans. equip.
2.5
4.3
2.8
Instruments
Misc.
1.2
2.6
Noniarm nonmfg.
1.3
2.2
Mining
3.0
0.9
Construction
3.0
0.5
Rail transp.
3.0
2.8
1.1 -1.6
Nonrail :ransp.
4.6
Communication
6.7
Public utilities
3.2
7.9
Trade

Finance,
insurance
Real estate
Services
Farming

2.1

2.6

0.5
1.3
0.2
3.5

2.2
2.3

0.6
5.5

195357

1.6
1.1

2.8
2.6
3.6
1.3
5.8
1.9
-0.2
2.9
4.7
0.9
-2.0
-0.2

0.6
-0.8
0.5
-1.5
2.3
0.4
2.3
2.3
1.3
1.9
2.1
3.0
1.7

1957- 196060
66
2.0
1.2
1.6
5.2
2.1
2.3
1.7
0.2
2.1
1.0

3.0
6.6
5.9
2.7
1.5
-4.1
1.2
1.3
3.2

2.0
3.3

196669

3.1

1.3

3.7
3.7

1.0
0.9
2.0
0.5
0.8

0.3
7.9
7.1
2.8
2.7
3.1
4.9
4.2
3.4

3.2
2.3

3.3
2.6
2.6
5.6
4.3

1.0

2.0
3.5
6.5
2.8
4.6
4.4
2.7

1.8

0.3

3.2

0.6
2.7
-2.5

2.5
-0.4
1.3
-2.5

0.9
-0.1

3.6

3.7

0.7
3.4

3.1

2.6

4.6

1.8
0.8
4.0
4.1
-0.1
6.3
5.5
5.6
5.3
1.2

2.2)
2.9
0.7,
6.8
2.6
3.6
3.5
3.5

0.9
2.6
-0.5
1.4
1.7
3.5
2.8
0.7

2.5 -0.6
1.1
2.4
-2.0
1.9
2.9
4.0

0.3
1.5
1.1
3.2

1.8

Table 4.2
Source:

[14]

196973

197379

197981

0.4

-0.4

0.8

-0.4

0.0

4.5
-7.0

0.3
3.7

3.8

-0.9
1.2

0.2 -2.9
3.A
1.4
0.0 -2.8
5.3
1.1 -1.1
1.5
1.1 -1.2
6.2
6.0 -2.3 -8.0
1.9 -0.3
-0.2
4.0
1.0 -0.7
1.4
0.1
0.6
-2.7
3.1 -1.9
1.6
0.6 -0.4

2.9
2.9
4.3

0.8
3.2
0.3
1.1
2.0
0.1
-4.0

1.5
3.5
1.0
0.5
-1.0
-3.1
-0.5
0.7
2.9
0.9
3.0
4.3
0.0 -0.9
3.7
0.5

1.1 -0.4
0.2 -0.2
1.0 -1.3
4.0
3.0

-0.9
1.2
0.2
2.1

1.3
1.0
-4.9
0.5
2.7
-0.5
-1.4
-2.5
1.8
- 1.2
4.0
-2.2
-0.7

-1.3
-1.0
1.0
3.7
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TABLE

Rates of Change in Output (Real Gross Product), U.S. Business Economy,
by Industry Group, 1948-81
Indusitry
Group

1q53-

1957-

53

57

60

66

69

4.1
5.8
3.4

2.4
1.0
2.3
2.5

2.1

4.9
6.8
3.9
0.9
9.6
4.9
8.1
5.9
.5 2
5.2
8.0
4.1

3.4

Private business
3.5
economy
3.6
Manufacturing
2.7
Food
2.1
Tobacco
3.2
Textiles
3.0
Apparel
2.7
Lumber
3.2
Furniture
4.1
Paper
3.0
Printing
6.1
Chemicals
3.6
Petroleum
5.1
Rubber
-0.2
Leather
2.8
Stone, clay, glass
1.1
Primary metals
3.5
Fabricated metals
3.7
Nonelec. mach.
6.8
Elec. mach.
4.8
Trans. equip.
6.0
Instruments
3.1
Misc.
3.6
Nonfarm ronmfg.
2.0
Mining
2.6
Construction
-0.2
Rail transp.
2.8
Nonrail transp.
7.3
Communication
5.9
Public utilities
3.8
Trade
Finance,
4.1
insurance
3.1
Real estate
Services,
3.6
1.1
Farming

1.8

0.8
1.3

5.3

-0.6
3.4

1.1

1.3

0.4

-2.2

1.4

3.2
6.2
2.8
6.2
4.9
5.9
-2.5
4.0
5.3
7.0
5.6

1.7

2.6
0.9
0.9
3,5

11.1

15.4
11.8
2.6
3.5

1.9

4.2
7.4
2.5
-0.6

2.4

4.5
5.8
6.6
1.4
- 1.2
1.8 ,2.6
-1.1 -6.3
0.5
0.4
-1.1 -0.6
5.8
2.1
-0.2 -2.1
1.8

4.8

2.6
1.3
3.2
3.2
-0.9
3.2
1.6
4.0
4.1
5.6
-2.8
-1.1 -0.9
0.9
2.4
-0.8
5.6
7.2
6.2
6.8
7.2
9.7
2.8
3.6
3.8
5.4
2.5
1.7
0.3

4.9
2.9
3.1
1.2

1973-

1979-

73

78

81

2.9
3.7
4.4
1.4

2.8
1.4
2.1
1.5
0.8
1.8
2.8

5.8
3.1

6.6
-0.6

9.1

7.8

-3.2

4.0
4.1
6.1
6.6
8.1
11.2
8.8
7.6

4.3
4.4
3.5
2.9
4.5
5.0

2.4
- 1.6
4.5
1.7
5.9

2.6
6.7
4.3
3.7

3.3

0.7
-1.5
4.4
8.8
7.3
7.0
5.5
3.6
4.9

-0.4

Table 4.3
Source:

1969-

1960- 1966-

1I QAR-

194879

see table 4.2

6.3
2.2
4.3
1.7

3.8
4.1
5.5
3.7
5.3
5.3
6.0
2.7

5.6
1.9
6.5
8.3
6.0
0.3
3.8

2.7
2.1

2.6
0.6

-3.4
0.0
1.8 -6.7
0.1
3.0
1.2 -2.2
3.9
1.0

3.7

-0.3

0.7
1.8
-1.1

-5.4

0.6

3.6

5.0

2.8
3.1

1.9
4.9
2.1

3.8
1.3
1.9
-2.8
4.6

7.6
4.5
5.0
3.3
3.0
3.0
2.0

3.4
1.7

2.0
2.4

2.9 -1.7
1.7
1.8
3.8
4.4

4.4

0.6
-1.3

3.0
1.5
-0.5
0.4
3.0
7.8
2.4

-2.2
-3.2
-3.0
-6.8

-3.9
1.9
2.1

-7.9
2.7
0.9
1.4
5.4
-4.7
-2.9
-4.2

7.9

2.7

1.4
-0.0

3.4
3.1
3.9
2.0

2.8
0.2
4.7
-0.0
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TABLE
Rates of Change in Output per Ulnit of Labor. U.S. Business Economy,
by Industry Group, 1948-81
Industry
Group

1q4879

Private business
2.5
economy
Manufacturing
2.7
Food
3.1
Tobacco
3.7
4.4
Textiles
Apparel
2.8
Lumber
3.1
Furniture
2.2
2.8
Paper
Printing
1.5
4.3
Chemicals
Petroleum
3.6
Rubber
2.0
Leather
1.5
Stone, clay, glass 1.9
0.9
Primary metals
Fabricated metals 1.8
Nonelec. mach.
1.7
Elec. mach.
4.1
3.0
Trans. equip.
Instruments
3.2
Misc.
3.0
1.8
Nonfarm nonmfg.
Mining
1.9
0.6
Construct ion
3.3
Rail transp.
1.5
Nonrail transp.
5.9
Communication
4.9
Public utilities
Trade
2.5
Finance,
insurance(
1.0
Real estate
0.4
Services
0.6
Farming
4.9

195357

194853
3.7
3.3
3.6
3.9
2.4
2.4
- 0.8

2.1
3.8
1.8
3.3
3.8
2.3
-1.6
2.9
3.5
2.1
2.6
3.9
3.9
4.2
2.8
2.6
4.6
3.0
3.5
-1.4
7.0

9.5
3.0
2.1
1.1
0.9

6.8

195760

2.3 2.6
1.7
1.9
1.7
3.2
6.6
3.9
2.8
5.5
1.4
2.2
1.5
5.8
0.1
2.0
0.4
2.2
1.1
2.5
3.6
5.9
8.8
3.3
-1.5
6.6
0.0
2.7
1.5 1.9
0.2 - 2.9
1.4
1.8
-0.9
1.7
2.7
3.1
1.5
2.8
2.9
3.6
3.9 2.8
1.7
2.4
3.4 3.7
2.2
4.3
3.6 5.2
1.9
0.2
7.7
6.2
6.9
6.5
2.3
1.5
2.5
0.0
-1.8

4.0

-0.4
2.0
2.5

5.3

196066

196669

196973

197379

197981

3.6
3.9
3.9
2.3
7.9
2.3
7.7
2.8
2.9
3.4
5.2
6.1
3.0
3.3
2.6
3.2
2.6
2.6
6.1
4.5
4.0
2.1
2.9
5.0
0.8
7.3
2.8
5.2
4.8
3.9

1.8 2.6
1.7 4.1
7.1
1.3
4.7
4.3
5.0
0.9
1.2 4.7
1.6 3.3
0.6
2.2
3.7 5.9
1.7
1.1
7.1
3.2
6.8
-0.2
2.9 2.2
0.0 4.7
1.9 1.5
3.4
-1.6
1.1
2.1
-0.7
3.5
4.4
3.5
5.1
1.8
4.1
2.6
5.3 3.6
1.5
1.7
4.1
2.6
-0.4 -0.9
2.0 -0.1
3.3
2.3
4.9
4.8
4.8
2.7
4.3
1.1

0.8
1.5
0.6
2.6
4.5
4.3
1.5
3.9
1.3
-0.8
2.5
-1.2
-0.0
1.6
0.9
-1.4
1.3
1.3
3.8
1.0
1.2
2.2
0.2
-5.2
-3.0
1.1
1.3
5.8
0.6
0.8

0.5
1.0
5.0
-0.1
-0.0
1.5
0.0
1.9
-1.0
1.7
0.2
-4.9
0.2
-0.2
2.6
-0.6
0.8
2.3
2.0
-1.8
1.4
4.1
0.2
-2.5
-2.4
2.q
-0.1
5.5
-2.3
-0.1

11.0
.6
.0
.9

1.7
-0.2
2.1
5.4

-0.1
-1.4
0.0
3.6

- 0.2
-0.9
0.8
5.1

Table 4.4
Source: see table 4.2

0.4
-1.1
-1.2
4.9
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TABLE
Rates of Change in Output per Unit of Capital, U.S. Business Economy,
hy Industry Group, 1948-81
Industry
Group
Private business
economy
Manufacturing
Food
Tobacco
Textiles
Apparel
Lumber
Furniture
Paper
Printing
Chemicals
Petroleum
Rubber
Leather
Stone, clay, glass
Primary metals
.Fabricated metals
Nonelec. mach.
Elec. mach.
Trans. equip.
Instruments
Misc.
Nonfarm nonmfg.
Mining
Construction
Rail transp.
Nonrail transp.
Communication
Public utilities
Trade
Finance,
insurance
Real estale
Services
Farming

197981

194853

195357

195760

196066

196669

196973

197379

1.4
0.4
1.6
0.3
1.9
1.4
-3.9
-0.9
-10.7
-0.3
2.7
0.6
5.2
1.9
1.7
0.9
3.2
0.9
3.2
0.6
1.7 -1.0
0.1
0.5
0.4
0.6
-4.0
-1.5
-0.1
-0.6
0.0
-2.0
-1.4
-1.2
-0.1
-0.9
7.5
1.9
10.4
0.9
5.3
1.2
0.4 - 7.2
0.9
0.1
-2.1
-1.3
-2.1 . 0.6
-2.2
-0.6
-4.1
-1.0
2.3
0.9
3.6
1.0
-1.1
-1.1

-0.5
-2.2
1.6
-0.7
-2.8
0.2
6.1
0.7
-1.7
5.1
2.5
-0.9
-4.2
-1.9
-3.4
-5.1
-4.6
-4.8
-0.1
-5.0
-2.4
-3.3
0.1
-1.8
-2.5
-1.2
-0.3
-0.6
2.4
-1.9

-0.1
-0.6
1.6
2.8
-0.3
2.2
2.2
0.9
2.0
0.7
2.1
5.0
3.3
1.5
0.0
-8.5
-2.0
-1.4
2.7
-1.8
1.8
4.3
0.1
-4.6
-2.0
-2.6
-2.1
-0.8
3.1
-1.4

1.5
3.3
3.1
-1.9
7.8
0.5
3.8
3.1
1.9
1.0
4.4
2.3
5.1
2.1
1.3
3.4
2.3
2.8
2.4
3.5
2.5
4.6
0.4
0.1
-3.2
4.3
1.3
0.0
2.1
-0.9

-0.5
-1.5
-0.3
-0.2
-1.2
-4.6
-2.0
-1.0
1.9
-1.9
2.1
-4.5
1.2
-6.4
-0.1
-5.1
-0.3
-4.0
- 1.2
-3.9
0.8
2.0
-0.5
0.8
-3.5
-1.7
-2.2
1.4
1.0
-2.1

0.3
1.6
4.5
1.4
3.0
1.5
0.9
-1.4
3.5
-1.8
4.5
5.6
0.8
-1.0
1.0
1.6
-1.1
0.2
-0.5
1.7
-1.2
2.6
-0.4
0.3
-2.0
-2.2
0.7
0.3
-2.1
-0.1

-2.3
-0.5
-4.2
-1.5
2.9
-2.0
-10.6
-1.3
1.2 -3.5
0.6 - 1.2
-8.2
-3.0
0.3 -1.0
-6.4
-3.1
0.6
-2.1
-3.1
- 1.1
-9.6
-3.0
-1.6
-2.0
-3.9
-1.9
-4.3
-2.4
-8.5
-4.0
5.0
-2.4
-2.1
-1.4
0.9 -2.9
-1.9 -12.2
0.7 -1.3
1.1 -2.5
-1.8
-0.3
0.5
-2.3
-3.4
-2.3
-2.2
-0.8
-5.6
-0.8
2.4
2.5
-2.2
-2.0
-3.5
-0.8

3.0
2.4
-0.6
-0.3

2.3
1.3
-2.7
-1.1

-3.9
2.4
-0.3
0.2

-6.2
1.5
-1.0
-1.0

3.0
0.2
-1.3
1.0

-6.3
-0.1
- 1.3
0.9

-4.9
1.5
0.6
0.6

194879

-2.9
1.4
-0.9
-0.1

Table 4.5
Source: see table 4.2

-6.3
-1.0
1.5
2.4

TABLE
Rates of Change in Capital per Unit of Labor, U.S. Business Economy,
by Industry Group, 1948-81
Industry
Group

1948- 1948- 1953- 1957- 1960- 1966- 1969- 1973- 197979
53
57
60
66
69
73
79
81

Private business
2.1
economy
Manufacturing
2.4
1.6
Food
4.7
Tobacco
4.7
Textiles
2.1
Apparel
1.2
Lumber
1.3
Furniture
1.9
Paper
1.0
Printing
Chemicals
2.6
3.1
Petroleum
1.3
Rubber
3.0
Leather
2.5
Stone, clay, glass
3.0
Primary metals
Fabricated metals
3.0
2.7
Nonelec. mach.
2.2
Eiec. mach.
2.1
Trans. equip.
1.9
Instruments
2.6
Misc.
1.7
Nonfarm nonmfg.
3.3
Mining
2.7
Construction
3.9
Rail transp.
2.4
Nonrail transp.
5.0
Communication
3.8
Public utilities
Trade
3.6
Finance,
4.0
insurance
-0.9
Real estate
Services
1.5
Farming
5.0

2.2
2.8
2.6
1.6
4.3
2.2
1.7
0.1
1.6
4.7
8.2
3.8
14.6
3.1
8.5
-0.3
1.2
0.0
-0.7
-5.7 -0.3
0.4
1.3 -0.8
0.6
2.1
0.2
-1.4
0.4
-2.4
4.3 3.3
1.4
3.7 4.3
3.6
1.9
2.5
2.8
2.6
1.2
1.9
3.0
1.9
5.0
3.4 5.7 6.1
3.5
3.9
6.2
4.1
2.7
3.3
-3.4
0.5
2.7
-5.9
4.7
6.9
-1.0
1.8
5.4
10.7
7.4 -1.4
1.7
1.5
2.3
6.9
8.7
5.3
2.4
4.8
6.4
5.9 4.9 8.0
2.9
2.3
2.3
4.8
8.7
6.7
5.7 4.4 3.4
4.2
4.3 2.9
-0.9
0.2
-1.3
-1.3
1.5 1.0
7.1
5.2

3.5
-0.3
2.8
5.1

2.1
0.6
0.8
4.3
0.1
1.8
3.7
-0.4
1.0
2.4
0.8
3.7
-1.7
1.2
1.3
-0.2
0.3
-0.2
3.6
1.0
1.5
-2.4
2.5
4.9
4.2
2.9
1.5
5.2
2.7
4.8

2.4
3.3
1.6
4.5
2.1
6.1
3.7
3.1
1.8
3.0
1.1
4.5
1.7
6.7
2.1
3.6
1.4
4.9
5.7
6.0
3.3
3.3
2.1
3.3
3.2
3.8
4.6
3.4
3.7
3.2

2.3
2.4
2.5
3.3
1.9
3.2
2.4
2.0
2.3
3.6
2.5

1.2
3.1
2.7
4.0
3.2
3.6
4.7
3.5
4.5
1.2
3.7
1.8

2.9
5.4
2.0
11.8
3.7
2.7
9.0
2.9
5.8
1.1
3.5
1.2
5.2
1.4
2.2
1.9
5.7
3.4 3.8
0.5
7.2
3.3
1.8
2.8
8.7
3.2
3.7
6.1
3.2
4.5
2.8
4.1
2.9
5.0
4.6
11.9
3.0
3.8
2.7
0.6
1.0
1.1
6.7
2.1
2.0
0.5
0.3' -3.0
-3.0
1.2 -0.8
1.0
2.1
2.0
5.2
2.6
2.1
5.9
4.6
3.2
3.0
4.8
2.7 -0.2
4.3
1.5
3.5

7.7 4.9
7.2 5.0
1.2 -0.5 -0.9
-2.9
3.0
3.4 0.0 -0.5
6.0
4.4
4.0
3.0

Table 4.6

Source: see table 4.2

6.5
0.1
-0.8
2.6
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TABLE
Ranking of Total Factor Productivity Growth of Industry Groups,
U.S. Private Domestic Business Economy, 1948-79
Industry
Group
Communications
Elec. mach.
Textiles
Farming
Chemicals
Public utilities
Lumber
Instruments
Railroads
Food
Apparel
Misc. mfg.
Transp. equip.
Paper
Trade
Furniture
Petroleum
Tobacco
Rubber
Fabricated Metals
Printing
Stone, glass, clay
Nonelec. mach.
Leather
Real estate
Nonrail transp.
Mining
Finance, insurance
Construction
Primary metals
Services

194879

194853

195357

195760

196066

196669

196973

197379

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

2
6
28
3
23
1
29
5
10
8
14
26
4
7
13
20
24
19
22
25
21
15
17
31
16
30
9
18
11
12
27

3
13
5
8
4
2
1
14
6
9
20
12
25
26
18
16
22
10
31
24
7
23
29
27
21
19
17
11
15
28
30

2
10
16
7
12
4
20
9
6
21
15
11
18
17
24
28
1
5
3
25
26
22
23
13
14
29
27
30
8
31
19

10
4
1
16
5
12
2
8
3
9
26
22
6
20
11
19
7
30
13
24
17
25
24
15
27
21
18
31
29
14
28

4
3
25
2
8
7
17
5
14
20
21
1
23
6
22
12
31
11
10
19
24
15
27
28
26
13
9
16
29
30
18

13
14
5
12
2
26
18
21
29
1
6
10
7
4
9
25
3
17
19
20
23
22
15
8
27
16
24
9
30
11
31

1
5
3
6
9
26
20
10
14
22
2
7
18
23
16
4
29
17
24
15
27
21
13
11
8
12
31
16
30
28
19

Table 4.7
Source:

see table 4.2
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OaUPTW, EMItOYMENT, AND PRODLCTIVITY
IN CONSTR~CTION

YEAR

GROSS PRCLIUC'
(BILLIONS OF
1982 DOLLARS)

1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

89.4
100.0
110.9
115.9
119.9
124.8
133.3
142.7
142.4
147.5
160.4'
163.1
165.1
172.5
177.5
185.9
193.7
194.4
190.7
190.2
183.6
168.0
162.7
166.7
170.4
162.3

EMPIDYMENT
(THOUSANDS)
3173
3452
3687
3681
3628
3512
3608
3752
3669
3557
3696
3655
3630
3710
3792
3913
4064
4143
4105
4236
4432
4374
4458
4687
5041
5039

Table 4.8
Source:

[153

OUTCIT PER WOIER
(1982 DOLLARS)
28.2
29.0
30.1

31.5
33.0
35.5
36.9
38.0
38.8
41.5
43.4
44.6
45.5
46.5
46.8
47.5
47.7
46.9
46.5
44.9
41.4
38.4
36.5
35.6
33.8
32.2

OUIwT,

YEAR

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000

EM•.YMNENT, AND PRCMUCTIVITY
IN CONSTRUCTION

GROSS PRCOUCT
(BILLIONS OF
1982 DOLLARS)

149.4
158.1
165.1
176.7
173.5
161.6
147.4
140.9
147.3
159.9
163.1
170.4
177.4
183.1
187.5
190.7
194.2
197.9
201.6
205.6
209.7
213.8
217.9
221.9
225.2
228.4

EMPIDYMENT
(THOUSANDS)

4529
4618
4969
5541
5857
5652
5471
5134
5228
5768
6118
6447
6541
6677
6816
6915
7013
7100
7193
7285
7372
7456
7541
7613
7680
7740

Table 4.8 (cont.)
* after 1985 projections

OU=IET PER W~1ER
(1982 DOLLARS)

33.0
34.2
33.2
31.9
29.6
28.6
26.9
27.4
28.2
27.7
26.7
26.4
27.1
27.4
27.5
27.6
27.7
27.9
28.0
28.2
28.4
28.7
28.9
29.2
29.3
29.5
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COMPENSATION IN
CNSITCTION

YEAR

COMPENSATION
(BILLIONS OF
1982 DOLIARS)

1962
1963
1964

39.8
45.2
50.4
53.3
54.4
54.4
57.9
62.5
63.0
60.7
65.1
65.9
67.7
70.9
74.6
79.9

1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

90.9
92.1
97.7
104.6
105.4

1972
1973
1974

125.9
121.9

1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959

1960
1961

85.7

1965

110.8
118.7

1971

Table 4.9
Source:

see table 4.8

COMPENSATION
ER
PER WO~J
(1982 DOLIARS)
12541
13096
13680
14486
14986
15496
16056
16659
17171
17053
17623
18023
18649
19104
19661
20409
21078
21930
22438
23058
23611
24101
24858
25323
24969
24191
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COMPENSATION IN
CONSTRUCTION

YEAR

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000

COMPENSATION
(BILLIONS OF
1982 DOLLARS)

(XCOMPENSATION
PER WORKER
(1982 DOLLARS)

111.8
120.8
128.0
140.9
146.8
137.4
127.8
122.7
125.6
138.7
143.4
153.9
160.5
168.1
173.1
178.3

24688
26154
25760
25424
25060
24307
23362
23903
24033
24051
23439
23869
24546
25170
25396
25789
26191
26647
27095
27583
28100
28638
29187
29799
30442
31128

183.7
189.2
194.9
200.9
207.1
213.5
220.1
226.9
233.8
240.9

Table 4.9

* after

(cont.)

1985 projections
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OUTPUT PER HOUR, VARIOUS INDUSTRIES
(1972$)

1948

1969

1979
A D

DA
A: minimg,
D:

B: construction,

Transportation,
* after

E:

1990

1983

V F

X E
C:

communication,

2000

manufacturing
F:

1983 projections
Figure 4.8

Source: compiled by the author

utilities
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OUTPUT, EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY
CONSTRUCTION

YEAR

GROSS PRODUCT
(MILLIONS OF
1972 DOLLARS)

EMPLOYMENT
(THOUSANDS)

1947
1948
1949
1950

22942
26532
26503
29251

2636
2836
2839
2995

5442
5831
5796
6058

4.22
4.55
4.57
4.83

1951
1952
1953
1954
1955

32501
33833
34847
35950
38155

3244
3254
3259
3257
3455

6630
6752
6628
6532
6907

4.90
5.01
5.26
5.50
5.52

1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

40871
40941
42145
45500
46125

3664
3607
3469
3669
3601

7399
7185
6874
7279
7109

5.52
5.70
6.13
6.25
6.49

1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

46662
48415
49918
52157
54405

3541
3613
3690
3799
3909

7007
7158
7359
7545
7792

6.66
6.76
6.78
6.91
6.98

1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

54584
53403
56858
55801
53431

3999
3909
4047
4291
4306

8020
7788
7907
8526
8360

6.81
6.86
7.19
6.54
b.39

1971
1972
1973

57929
59364
60138

4460
4678
4956

8685
8982
9558

6.67
6.61
6.29

HOURS
(MILLIONS)

Table 4.10
Source:
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OUTPUT PER HOUR
(1972 DOLLARS)

OUTPUT, EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY
CONSTRUCTION

YEAR

GROSS PRODUCT
(MILLIONS OF
1972 DOLLARS)

EMPLOYMENT
(THOUSANDS)

1974
1975

53304
48310

4944
4412

9516
8352

5.60
5.78

1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

52784
54966
58763
58246
52226

4510
4857
5385
5681
5562

8691
9311
10405
10984
10639

6.07
5.90
5.65
5.30
4.91

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

50197
48905
50624
53550
55434

5389
5069
5138
5435
5591

10287
9592
9921
10500
10797

4.88
5.10
5.10
5.10
5.13

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

57838
59853
62503
64200
66020

5750
5855
5943
6008
6083

11118
11340
11562
11696
11862

5.20
5.28
5.41
5.49
5.57

1991
1992
1993
1994
1995

67840
69578
71411
73529
75692

6160
6214
6277
6366
6454

12020
12143
12284
12472
12666

5.64
5.73
5.81
5.90
5.98

1996
1997
1998
1999
2000

77863
80044
82275
84288
86440

6522
6595
6664
6729
6795

12845
12998
13149
13285
13461

6.06
6.16
6.26
6.34
6.42

Table 4.10
* after

HOURS
(MILLIONS)

(cont.)

1983 projections

OUTPUT PER HOUR
(1972 DOLLARS)

CONSTRUCTION OUTPUT PER WORKER
(indr)-1979

1Y

110
100
90
O0
70
6D

40

10
0

USA

Jpn

GWnoay Frane

UK

Figure 4.9
Source:

[173

Bek~fn Sngiope

Korea
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160
150
140
130
120
110
100
90
80
FI.-..
n oegnCntutinPouti~y(ecet17O
YEAR

FIG.

-U.S.

10I

a

and Foreign Construction Productivity (Percent g1976 = 100 In Ja-

pan)

Figure 4.10
Source:

[18]
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4.2 Construction productivity measurement

Measurements of productivity are propably prerequisite
improving

it,

to

by providing a way of determining trends and

levels of productivity as well as the response to corrective
actions and/or

interactions.

Productivity measurement concepts were described
Chapters 2 and 3.

in

However, because of the unique character of

the construction industry, some points need special

emphasis.

The measurement of real output represents perhaps the most
significant

problem in measuring construction productivity.

There is no single and broadly applicable physical
as ton of concrete, that describes the product.

term, such

Single family

houses, office buildings, roads, manufacturing plants, nuclear
power plants are all outputs but hardly any two of them are
alike. Functional units, such

as plant production

pounds or kilowatts or buildings
convenient but

in terms of

in terms of square feet,

applicable only to specific

are

types of

construction.
A convenient measure of output,
that all

types of outputs can be added

value of construction. It
figures at national
for

that has the advantage

is useful

together,

is the dollar

in deriving productivity

aggregate levels, for industry segments and

individual projects. A major

problem here is

of current dollars of output to constant dollars

the deflation
in order for
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productivity comparisons between different time periods to be
meaningful. This problem will be extensively described later

in

this chapter.
Regarding the denominator of the productivity measure, the
inputs, by far the most readily available and most important
are man-hours of labor. The use of labor productivity is very
important for the construction industry because labor
constitutes such a large part of the cost of construction.
Additionaly the quantity of labor required is more susceptible
to the influence of construction management than are quantities
of either capital or materials. If data are available we can
compute capital productivity and multi-input productivity
measures. However, for the most commonly used measure of
construction productivity, labor productivity, we can use one
or more of the following ratios:
-the ratio of gross output to total man-hours

(including those

for material manufacturing and subcontracting). Growth of this
ratio over time may reflect (a) increased productivity of the
construction industry, (b) increased productivity of the
supplying industries, mainly manufacturing, and (c) more
efficient materials.
-the ratio of VA (value added) or GPO (gross product
originating), that is gross output minus subcontracting and
materials expenditures), to the related labor hours. Growth of
this ratio over time reflects the increased productivity of the
construction industry.

It must be noted that sometimes the number of workers is used
instead of the number of labor-hours in computing labor
productivity.
Unit cost represents another type of productivity measure.
When the physical output of a construction task like cubic
yards of concrete, square feet of some surface, tons of steel,
or linear feet of welds is related to man-hours needed to
produce that output,

then the cost of each unit of output can

be easily derived. The major problem of using such data is that
there are so many different costs to monitor. Combining some
construction tasks is a way to simplifying the complexity of
monitoring. Although larger work blocks of this sort can be
developed for almost all categories of construction, it is
difficult to maintain common definitions of the work included.

4.2.1 Goverment productivity statistics and their accuracy

As it is obvious from section 4.1, goverment construction
productivity statistics show rapid cost inflation, a slow rate
of productivity growth and limited growth in the industry's
output. Analysis of these statistics includes 3 questions:
(1) Are the statistics accurate?
what they claim to measure? and

(2) Do the statistics measure
(3) What interpretation is

appropriately given to the behavior of the statistics? To
answer these questions we must examine the definitions used in
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computing statistics, the ways in which statistics are
collected, and their technical meaning.
The U.S. collects a variety of economic information about
construction activity. The major types of data are:
(1) Expenditure data: estimates of how much was spent by owners
or contractors on construction in a given time period.
(2) Shipments data: estimates in tons or other units of the
amounts of construction materials shipped by producers.
(3) Cost data: estimates of changes in price to the
construction contractor of materials and labor; the increase in
the wages and fringe benefit rates of laborers, for example, or
the increase in the price of cement to a builder. These are not
output price indexes; they are input cost indexes.
(4) Output price data: estimates of the price that an owner
pays to buy a constructed facility. There are only two
carefully prepared indexes of this type; the Bureau of Public
Roads index of price to state highway agencies of a standard
mile of highway construction and the Census Bureau index of the
prices of single family homes. These are very close to a true
price index of the type that exists for manufactured products,
automobiles for example, in that the product is defined to be a
standard item, and the measure is of its price to the buyer and
not the cost of its inputs to the producer.
(5) Employment data: estimates of the number of employees and
man-hours worked by employees are collected from contractors on
a monthly basis.

The two major sources of data about construction activity
are

(a) the Census of the Construction Industries published

at 5 years intervals for the years ending in 2 and 7,
(b)

and

the Census Bureau's monthly Construction Reports C30. Their

main difference is that
construction put

new

the C30 series covers all

in place without regard to who

is performing

the construction activity, whereas the figures of the Census of
the Construction Industries cover
maintenance and repair work,
classified

both new construction and

but only for establishments

in the construction industry. Force account

construction activity,

i.e. construction work performed by the

labor force of a nonconstruction company for
entities

(federal, state, or

itself or by other

local goverments) for

themselves,

propably accounts for more than half of the difference in the
data of the two series of reports. Other factors contributing
to

the difference are that the Census of the Construction

Industries reports do not include

in output:

materials supplied by owners of projects and
separate architectural
Data contained

(1)

the value of

(2) the value of

and engineering services.

in the reports of the Census of the

Construction Industries may also differ from industry data in
"Employment & Earnings Statistics" published by
"Statistics of

the BLS and

Income" published bu the IRS. These differences

arise from varying definitions of

scope, coverage, timing,

classification and methodology.
Using data included

in the above reports construction labor

productivity measures could be computed. However, the federal
goverment currently does not publish any data on construction
productivity. The BLS does compute a construction productivity
index for the entire industry but considers it deficient and
unreliable. The unpublished index is computed by dividing the
value added for all establishments classified as being in the
construction industry under the Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) system, by labor hours for those
establishments. This BLS labor productivity index has three
major limitations that will be discussed next.
The deflation of nominal output represents the major
deficiency of this index. As it has already been mentioned,
real price indexes exist only for two sectors of the
construction industry. Consequently, as a second best measure,
nominal output (current dollars) is divided by an input cost
index. But the resultant estimate of real output is biased;
that is it does not behave like an accurate real output
series. Input cost based indexes ignore factors that reduce
final prices even if input costs are increasing.

Input cost

indexes will overstate the rise in final product prices to the
extend that productivity increases or profir margins narrow.
Dacy (1965) [19),

in order to derive more accurate figures

of real construction output, used the material shipment data by
making real construction output proportional to material
shipments. Thus,
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where O: real construction output
E: current dollar expenditures
P: a price index for construction products
M: an index of material shipments
x: a proportionality coefficient
Dacy used the official statistics for E and M. With M and
an estimate for x, it was possible to determine O, and, using O
and E, to calculate P. The calculated P would be compared to
the official

input cost series ordinarily used as deflators.

Dacy found that his calculated P showed a considerably slower
rate of inflation (of construction nominal output) than the
official cost index, the Department of Commerce's Composite
Construction Cost Index (CCC) indicated. The CCC index is
compiled by the Bureau of the Census, and is in effect a
weighted average of a variety of specialized cost indexes
developed for different types of construction. So, according to
Dacy's study, goverment appeared to have been overestimating
inflation in construction, underestimating real output, and
consequently underestimating labor productivity.
Gordon (1968) [203

extended and improved Dacy's analysis

and showed that in a period of 17 years, real construction
output was underestimated in official statistics by $40
billion. Additionally, the adjusted series for labor
productivity showed annual rates of increase in construction
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labor productivity roughly equal
productivity growth for all
as the official

margin

the national

less,

in his analysis

Price of Structures Indexes

(FPS)

that although FPS was not without an error

(because of some arbitrary assumptions),

confidence than the index used
statistics

average of

industries, not substantially

statistics suggested. Gordon

explored a variety of Final
and concluded

to

in the official

generated more
goverment

(CCC).

Unfortunately, the goverment did not adopt

the Dacy and

Gordon procedures mainly because, although these procedures are
reasonable and effective for practical purposes, they lack
theoritical

justification.

Rosefielde and Mills

(1979)

[213

argue that even the

deflators established by Dacy and Gordon would still
underestimate the real output.

Moreover,

they argue

that the

apparent stagnation of construction productivity after

the

1960's can be almost entirely attributed to neglecting

to

late

measure certain aspects of growth, namely quality. They
conclude that if
construction

labor productivity

indexes for the U.S.

industry were computed on a correct

basis, such as quality adjusted Laspeyres index,

theoretical
the apparent

stagnation of construction productivity would vanish.
A second bias associated with the use of cost rather than
price

indexes for the deflation of nominal output

to as

"substitution bias".

like any Laspeyres index,

All

construction cost

is referred
indexes are,

based upon a combination of factor
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input costs (materials, labor, overhead, etc) weighted
according to their

importance in a selected base year period.

The weights of these factors remain fixed over the life of the
index even though relative price changes may gradually alter
their actual use. Thus, the index will tend to overestimate the
impact of changes in particular factor costs on total costs. If
the fixed weights are not updated routinely, subsequent factor
price changes can create a strong upward bias in the deflator.
Bourdon (1980) E223

in order to show the bias's effect on

the construction output deflator, compared construction price
trends to trends in manufacturing. Table 4.11 presents some
relevant price and wage indexes from both construction and
manufacturing. As we can see, between 1960 and 1978 the CCC
nearly tripled whereas the deflator for all

industrial

commodities little more than doubled. Also material prices and
wages in construction increased roughly in line with those in
manufacturing. Thus, either construction profits and overhead
increased to such an extent that caused construction prices to
rise much faster than the two major inputs, or the deflator
reflects the bias described above. There is no evidence to
suggest that major changes in the share of profits exist.
However, according to Stokes (1981)

E233 the use of

inappropriate cost indexes is an inadequate explanation of the
shortfall

in productivity growth observed after the late

1960's. The Census Bureau single family price index was first
used in 1963. Prior to that, other indexes were used which were

IMPLICIT DEFLATORS AND PRICE AND WAGE INDEXES
FOR CONSTRUCTION AND MANUFACTURING:
1960-1978

Average Hourly Earnings
Year

CCC

1960

64.8

95.3

1970

88.6

110.0

Percent Change
1960-1970

37%

1970

88.6

1978

175.7

Percent Change
1960-1970

nj
ni

Industrial 2
Commodities

Percent Change
1960-1978

1.

98.3%
171%

Construction

Materials Prices

Manufacturing

Construction

$3.07

$2.26

95.9

96.5

$5.24

$3.35

112.6

110.0

71%

48%

110.0

$5.24

$3.35

112.6

110.0

209.4

$8.65

$6.17

224.4

208.3

65%

84%

99%

89%

182%

173%

134%

116%

5%

90.4%
120%

The Department of Commerce composite cost index for construction.

Manufacturing

17.4%

12.3%

Construction Review

This index and its sectoral components are used to delate the
(December 1979), p. 16.
value-put-in-place data.
Another Index, the "construction deflator" is used to deflate
gross output originating in the construction sector in the national income accounts.
Their
formulation and behavior are virtually identical.
2. The producer price index for all industrial commodities, Economic Report of the President,
January 1980, Table B-56, p. 268.
3.

Average gross hourly earnings, ibid.,

Table B-35, p. 244.

4. The producer price index for materials and components, for manufacturing and for
construction respectively, ibid., Table B-54, p. 266.
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more like cost

indexes. The

trivial because it

introduction of this

is not

is used to deflate not only single family

housing construction but actually all residential
and a part of the nonresidential
Since 1963 over half of

construction

building construction as well.

the current dollar expenditures have

been deflated by this price index.
price

index

index should have resulted

The shift

in an

to a more correct

increase in productivity

growth.
The following paradox contradicts Stokes's argument.
Between 1954 and

1968 the real

value added

in line with Federal Reserve's index of
of construction supplies
respectively).

However,

in construction rose

industrial production

(4 percent and 4.1 percent per year

between 1968 and 1978 real construction

sector value added declined at a rate of 0.4 percent annually
while the index of construction supplies rose at a rate of 3.6
percent annually. Although this can be explained by an increase
in prefabrication, the paradox remains when someone looks at
the change of real gross output between the two periods. Real
gross output

in construction

increased at an annual

percent during the 1954-1968 period while it
annual

increased at an

rate of only 0.9 percent during the period

Allen

(1985)

housing price

rate of 2.8

1968-1978.

[243 argues that the use of single family

index for nonresidential buildings resulted

in a

higher estimate of the rate of price change than would have
been obtained with an upwardly biased cost
he proposed a rather empirical

index. Additionally,

solution to the problem of the
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bias arising from the use of inappropriate indexes for
deflating nominal output. For the nonresidential building
construction he proposed a deflator equal to the difference
between the rate of change of value put in place and the rate
of change in square footage put in place for nonresidential
construction as reported by Dodge Construction Potentials.
According to his study, even though square footage is a
deficient measure (because of different building and locational
characteristics), the magnitude of the defficiency seems to be
very small.
For highway construction Allen proposed to use the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) urban composite index and for the
remaining construction (largely consisting of public utility,
water, sewer, and conservation projects) chose a deflator
equal to the simple average of the FHWA urban composite
deflator and the deflator based on square footage and value put
in place in nonresidential buildings. To obtain a price index
for the whole construction industry, he took the share weighted
average of these four sectoral indexes, basing the shares on
values put in place. Using weights equal to the simple average
of the 1968 and 1978 shares, the index for the industry
increases at an annual rate of 7.7 percent between 1968 and
1978. This is 0.9 percentage points less than the CCC and
implies that labor productivity fell by 10.9 percent during
the above period, 10.5 percentage points less than the decline
in productivity as measured by BLS. Although Allen notes that
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the new price index

is admittedly ad hoc,

preferable to the official

he argues that

it is

deflators. He documents that

overdeflation of nominal output could

percent of

account for 51

the measured productivity decline.
A second serious limitation of
index

is

it totally

the BLS labor

productivity

ignores force account construction work.

(output) estimates are based on data collected

The value added

through survey methods by the Bureau of the Census and adjusted
by the BEA to

reflect only contract construction volume. The

man-hour figure

(input)

contractors. But

is based on BLS surveys of construction

the data may not really be compatible because

(a)

the output and

and

(b)

input data come from two different sources

the dates for the work put

in place may not correspond

with the dates covered by the manhour figures.
However,

we can not attribute part of the decline

construction labor productivity

in the exclusion of

account construction from the value of total
McAuley

(1981)

in

the force

construction.

[25] argues that the proportion of new

construction done by the construction industry has increased
during the

1965-1980 period at

the expense of force account

construction.
A third and very
labor productivity

important

limitation of the construction

index computed by the BLS is the

underestimation of nominal output.

Business Roundtable

[26) found that many projects, some costing $5
more, are not

(1982)

million or

included in the tabulation of total output.
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According to the Business Roundtable study, the goverment
procedures for collecting data are inefficient. In some cases
companies do not receive requests for data and in others,
companies refuse to respond to requests because of the costs
involved. According to the same source Blum (1980) of the
Census Bureau found that the Census of Construction
Industries in 1977 reported 75 percent more industrial
construction and 29 percent more hospital and institutional
construction than the value of New Construction Put in Place
series used to estimate total output. If labor hours used in
the ommited projects are being counted, the real productivity
is underestimated. However it is not clear if these labor
hours are being counted or not.
The Committee on Construction Productivity

(1986) [27)

took another approach to measure and interpret productivity.
Assuming that site productivity measures are more closely
related to true construction productivity than measures based
on national statistics, the committee decided to use the cost
estimating manuals of the Robert S. Means Company which include
estimates of the daily output of crews ordinarily employeed to
perform various tasks. The use of cost estimating manuals to
develop productivity statistics is based on the belief that
cost estimates of the daily output of construction crews would
give an accurate indication of the productivity of construction
workers at the task level and that productivity trends in
construction might be derived by comparing the output of
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selected construction crews (of specific size and composition)
over a period of years.
The committee using this method compared the productivity
of construction crew members performing 30 different randomly
selected tasks in 1975 and 1985. As we can see from the
results, which are presented in table 4.12, output per crew
member increased for 13 tasks, decreased for 11 tasks, and
remained the same for 6 tasks. This suggests no clear trend in
construction productivity, either up or down, between 1975 and
1985.
Another approach to measuring construction productivity is
the use of a unit cost measure. The unit cost measure is the
ratio of input costs to output like cost per square foot. This
approach takes into account the cost of inputs which is very
important since although some new production techniques promise
greater labor productivity firms do not choose to use them
unless they

lower their costs.

In the past, BLS conducted studies in the quantities of
labor, equipment and materials required to build certain types
of projects. However, these studies were discontinued in 1981
due to lack of money. They were designed to measure the total
employment impact of construction activities (primarily those
that could be affected by goverment actions) but since the
studies provide data on labor and material requirements,total
costs and factor costs, it appears that there is a potential
for measuring changes in productivity when the studies are
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Output of Construction Workers Performing Various Tasks:
TABLE
1975 versus 1985

Daily •utput

Per Crew Member

Unita.

T~asi

1975

Clear medium trees to 10-in
diameter; cut and chip
Core drilling (4 -in diameter),
reinforced concrete slab up to
6-in thick
Bulk excavation, medium earth,
self propelled scrapers, 15 Cu yd
capacity, 1500-ft haul
Hand excavation, pits to 6-ft
deep, ordinary soil
Dozer backfilling, bulk, up to
300-ft haul, compacted, 6-in to
12-in lifts, vibrating roller
Install, base course, select
gravel, 6-in deep
Install concrete paving, 6-in
thick, with mesh-, not including
base, joints, or finish
Sodding in East, I-in deep,
on level ground
Install concrete slabs, 4 -in thick,
elevated, including finish, but
not forms or reinforcing
Install brick masonry veneers,
single vythe, standard size red
face brick, running bond
Install concrete block partitions,
6-in thick, sand aggregate, not
reinforced, regular 8-in x 16-in
block
:Install structural steel space
frame, 5-ft modular, 4.5#/sq ft
Install structural steel for
offices, hospital, etc., 3 to 6
stories, bolted
Rough carpentry, light framing, 8-ft
high vall, 2-1n x 4-in studs
Rough carpentry, heavy framing,
6-in x 10-in beams
Install built-up roofing, asphalt
and gravel, 4-ply roofing on
flat roof
Install factory and industrial
rolling steel service doors,
manual, 10-ft x 10-ft high
Install glass plate, 1/2-in thick,
clear, plain

Install dry wall, standard gypsum

Acre

0.095

Each

4.9

Cu yd

Percentage
Change In
Output

1985
0.133
34

+40
+594

300

457

+52

367

533

+45

750

+171

182

0

Cu yd
Cu yd

yd

yd

78
214

166
384

0.27

+114
+79

1,000
bricks

0.25

+9

Sq ft

61

58

-5

Sq ft

150

84

-44

00.875

0.9

+3

0.35

0.46

+31

1,000

0.55

0.55

0

board ft
100
Sq ft

4.67

2.86

-39

Each

0.9

0.7

-22

ton

1,000
board ft

Sq ft

30

Sq ft

900

plaster board, 1/2-in thick,
nail to studs

Table 4.12
Source:

[273

27.5
900
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Install partition walls, 5/8-in
gypsum dry wall, taped both
sides, on 2-in z 4-in wood studs
Install ceramic tile floors,
-natural clay, random or uniform
Install suspended ceiling, metal
pan with acoustic pad, including
standard suspension system but
not 1-1/2-in carrier channels
Interior painting on plaster or
drywall, walls and ceilings,
roller work, primer + I coat
Install 4-in diameter cast iron
soil pipe, lead and oakum
joints, fittings 10-ft on center
on hangers
Install 3-in diameter plastic
drain, waste and vent pipe,
including fittings and 3
hangers/l0-ft.
Install 5-ft cast iron bathtub,
recessed, shower and curtain,
Install boiler insulation, 1-1/2-in
calcium silicate, with 1/2-in
cement finish
Install 4-light recessed
flourescent troffers 48-in x
24-in
Install steel duct work, 1000 to
2000 Ib, including fittings
and joints, but not insulation
Install electric cable, non
metallic, with two #12 copper
wires and ground
aAbbreviations: cu yd. cubic yards;
square feet; sq yd, square yards.

Sq ft

127.5

150

+8

Sq ft

100

091.5

-9

Sq ft

205

205

Sq ft

1330

1125

lin ft!.

22

22

lin ft

25.5

26.5

+4

2.0

-9

Each

2.2

Sq ft
Each

lin ft

25

3.5

4.7

-15
0

-26

+34

90

88

-2

383

250

-35

ft, feet; lin ft, linear feet; lb, pounds; sq ft,

Table 4.12

(cont.)
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recycled to cover two or more periods. In order to do this,
however, serious problems relating to the homogeneity over time
of the products included in the measure of output (commonly
referred to as the quality problem that has already been
mentioned),

the shift in the product mix, and changes in the

vertical integration between suppliers and contractors with the
growth of prefabrication, have to be resolved.
Each of these studies provided, among others, information
about the amount of labor time used to complete the type of
construction (federally owned or federally financed
construction such as college dormitories, schools, goverment
office buildings, and roads and public works) per $1000 and,
where relevant, per square foot. When construction labor
requirement studies are repeated at a later date they can
provide a possible data base from which productivity measures
by type of construction can be developed. Consistent data are
collected by project type on value put in place, man-hours, and
materials. Thus, the value and manhours data refer to the same
project and can be related to each other. This is an important
advantage over data that are more aggregative and not as
consistent since the output and labor input data come from
different sources. For example, although the Census Bureau
publishes data on value put in place by type of construction,
the BLS publishes data on employment and manhours in contract
construction and not by type of project.
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Although these studies provide a base for derivation of
productivity measures, they can not be used directly until the
data are adjusted to take into account several statistical and
conceptual problems.
The first problem is the deflation of nominal output that
has been described extensively already. Because of the
unavailability of true price deflators, data on physical
dimensions, such as square feet, can be used. However, this
approach requires the development of adequate adjustment
factors to reflect changes in the quality of the productsuch as
additional bathroom facilities, air conditioning etc.
A second problem involves the effects of shifts in the
relative importance of the type of structures built over the
various time periods. Consumer tastes and market demand are
constantly changing and the construction industry adjusts the
type of construction built in response to those changes. Since
the various structures have different labor requirements,
depending on size and style, etc.,

these changes in the mix of

the structures would result in a change in labor requirements
per $1000 for the type of construction even in the absense of
any other changes.
Ball

(1981)

[283,

an economist in the BLS, used data from

the BLS surveys of labor and material requirements for various
types of construction activity to estimate changes in onsite
employee hour requirements between 1958 and 1976. Although he
found that the number of onsite hours required had dropped on
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average 1 to 3 percent, indicating a productivity increase for
all categories of construction, most of the data used was badly
outdated. Most of the data covered the period until the early
1970's and the latest survey occured in 1976. Ball remarks that
in the latter part of the seventies, productivity rates in the
economy in general declined, indicating that the decline in
onsite labor requirements may have been significantly less than
those reported for the earlier periods that the data he used
covered.

As we can from the above discussion goverment productivity
statistics are in fact unreliable and defective, mainly because
they overdeflate nominal output, thus understating real output
and consequently productivity. So, arguments based on these
statistics are not valid, at least quantitatively.

4.2.2 Site productivity measures and indicators

Site productivity data is at the level where construction
management can achieve timely, effective results in maintaining
or improving productivity trends. Measurement is necessary to
assess the results of management action.
The most common way to measure site productivity has
already been presented and it consists of measuring and
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correlating work quantities (like cubic feet of concrete, feet
of pipe, etc) and manhours of effort to put these quantities in
place. However, although site productivity measurement is very
important, except for the actions of few individual

large

contractors and owners that have set their own formal programs
of measuring labor productivity on site, there have been no
efforts to correlate this information nationally or
regionally.
Some owners and contractors derive an indication of site
productivity through programs that measure time spent on work
activities rather than work output. These programs can
supplement or substitute direct productivity measurement and
have the desirable features of providing information rapidly
and at low cost. The most frequently used techniques will next
be described.

(1) Work sampling
The use of work sampling as a construction productivity
indicator has greatly increased during the 1970's and its
popularity continues to increase. Work sampling measures time
utilization, and therefore is only an indirect measurent of
actual productivity. Indeed, a craftman can be very active,
which will result in high work percentages, while at the same
time being very unproductive in terms of the number of units
produced.
Work sampling is a technique in which a large number of
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instantaneous observations of workers, machines or processes
are made over a period of

time, to facilitate quantitative

analysis of a task. Each observation records what is happening
at that instant. The percentage of observations recorded for a
particular activity or delay is a measure of the percentage of
time during which that activity or delay occured. Work sampling
is an extremely useful device for making an inexpensive overall
survey of a given operation. The American Institute of
Industrial Engineers official definition of work sampling is:
"the application of statistical sampling theory and technique
to the study of work systems in order to estimate universe
parameters from sample data. It is commonly used in the work
measurement and methods engineering area to produce
statistically sound estimates of the percentages of time that a
work system is in any of a variety of states of work activity.
With appropriate procedures work sampling can produce
information from which time standards might be determined".
The fundamentals of work sampling are carried out by
observing and classifying a percentage of total project
activity. The key objective of using work sampling

is to

determine how time is employeed by the work force. Recognizing
how the work force spends its time is vital to management in
terms of labor utilization. The secondary objective of work
sampling is to identify the problem areas that cause work
delays and to allocate managerial attention to the areas where
it is most needed. For example, if data reveals that one crew
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has a higher delay percentage than others, then it is obvious
that this crew needs more managerial attention. The causes of
the delays need to be investigated. There may be insufficient
information flow, inadequate material and/or equipment supply,
poor engineering, extensive crew interference, inadequate
construction tolerances, or low morale. Finally, the third
general objective of work sampling is to set up a base line
measure for

improvement and to serve as a challenge to

management and the work force.
The central problem of work sampling is to determine the
percentage of direct work or delays in a given enviroment and
operation. Roughly, construction work can be divided into three
categories as follows:
(a) Direct work:

the actual process of adding to a unit being

constructed.
(b) Supportive or essential contributory work: work not
directly adding to, but essential to finishing the work unit.
This includes handling material within the immediate work
location, receiving or giving instructions, reading plans, and
the like.
(c) Ineffective work: doing nothing or doing something that is
not necessary to complete the end product. This involves
traveling, carrying tools and materials outside the immediate
work area, unexplained idleness, wait for tools, materials
instructions, wait for prerequisite work, and personal.
The work sampling technique offers an effective means for
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supplying a measure of field effectiveness in the use of
resources. It can focus on either the effectiveness of the
overall site or that of a specific crew. The latter is crew
activity sampling, which records crew member activities and
assists careful study to debottleneck activities.
In planning the work sampling study, an absolute limit of
error, s, at some specific confidence level must be specified.
Then, the number of observations required, n, is computed by
using:

2

=

S p(1-p)
2

(4.2)

2

S

where s: the absolute limit of error

(samling error) expressed

as a decimal equivalent.
k:

the number of standard deviations defining the
confidence interval.

p: the estimated propability of observing a worker doing
a certain activity.
It has been shown [293

that work sampling can be used as a

surrogate variable to predict job-site unit-rate productivity,
provided appropriate attention is given to how direct work is
defined. Restricting the definition of direct work increases
its correlation to productivity. Thus, somebody can determine
the status of labor productivity by measuring on-site work
sampling instead of quantifying manhours spend on the job for a
unit of work.
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Compared with other data collection techniques, work
sampling offers many advantages:
(a)

It

is a simple procedure which does not require specific

training. Many can act as observers, after
introduction to

receiving a short

the technique.

(b) No special equipment

is required to conduct the study.

(c) Results are available quickly. Activity ratings can be
provided within minutes, or at most, hours of atking the

last

observation.
(d) Less exact but often useful preliminary results can be
reported soon after
(e) The study

the start of the study.

is relatively inexpensive.

(f) A single observer can study several workers and machines
simultanuously.
(g)

It

is a useful

noncyclical

technique for studying nonrepetitive,

activities in which complete methods and frequency

descriptions are not easy to quantify.
(h) The technique often has a better propability of obtaining
true performance results than continuous time study techniques.
The workers studied are
work at a natural
(i)

less under

pressure and more

likely to

pace.

Interruptions of the study can be tolerated.
Some of the disadvantages of work sampling are:

(a) The technique in most cases

is not economical

for the study

of a single worker or machine.
(b) It

is not wellsuited for sampling on short-cycle

jobs.
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(c)

It

is difficult, with

indicators about

provide sufficient

(2) Time-lapse

this technique, to obtain data which
individual

differences.

(memomotion) photography

Time-lapse photography is described as a special

form of

film or videotape study in which the pictures are taken at
unusually

low speeds. The British Standards

Institution

describes memomotion photography as a method which records
activity by a cinecamera adapted to

take pictures with

longer

intervals between frames than normal.
Using a video or cine camera for data collection has the
following advantages:
(a) The technique is well

suited for

long cycle and

irregular

cycle studies.
(b) Groups of workers and machines can be recorded
simultaneously.
(c) The technique eliminates most of

the errors found

in long

studies because of multiple observer recordings.
(d) Films can be used for training purposes.
(e) A permanent record of

interrelated activities is obtained

for later analysis.
(f) Analysis time
projected

is reduced. One hour of filming can be

in two to four minutes.

(g) Foremen can study the film and improve the performance of
their crews without analyzing detailed work study reports.
Some of the shortcomings of the time-lapse photography for
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data collection are the folowing:
(a) Time lag between reading and development of film.
(b) Expensive method because of equipment and film costs.
(c) Possibility of partial
technical

or complete data loss due to

inadequacy.

(3) Foreman delay surveys
Foreman delay surveys

(FDS) represent another useful

for measuring construction site performance and for
productivity. It
and analyzing

is a formal,

tool

improving

uniform procedure for obtaining

information from construction foremen about
in job-site work

problems that have created delays

and how much

lost time each problem has caused.
Foreman delay surveys have proven to be good indicators of
site-wide problems particularly after foremen have gained
experience with

the surveys and overcome their fear of

unknown. they have been found to

the

function best for measurement

when the number of respondents

is large. Large numbers of

respondents tend to cancel

individual

the

propensities of

foremen to overreport or underreport delays.
The process of measurement by
to improve productivity, unless

it

itself would not be expected
is though that

the knowledge

of being watched forces foremen and craftsmen to plan and
execute their work morecarefully. Any gain from this phenomenon
would be short term and superficial.

However,

the discipline of

looking back over the day's delays, required of foremen by FDS,
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must make the foreman more aware of

the effect his planning has

on the productivity of his crew. For the vast majority of
foremen who

take pride in their work,

this process should have

a positive effect.
Some of the advantages of FDS are the following:
(a) They are quicker, easier and more economical

to

implement

than other methods.
(b) They are also
Some of
(a) The

less threatening

to the work force.

the shortcomings of FDS are:

information they provide is not so detailed and

complete as that the other methods provide.
(b) They are not recognized as an accepted, objective
measurement system.

(4) Group timing technique
Group

timing technique

craftsmen at a fixed

(GTT) involves the observation of

time interval

the case in work sampling) where
are elements of the work cycle.
to

(rather than random as

is

the categories of observation
It

is particularly adaptable

the study of short cycle, highly repetitive group operations

where the objective is to measure elememnt and cycle times.
The time required to conduct a GTT study is typically much
less than that needed for a work

sampling study. This is very

desirable if there are limited observers available for the
study.
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(5) Five minute rating technique
This technique represents another approach to crew
performance measurement. While it involves collecting samples,
the reliability of the technique is not governed by the same
statistical principles as work sampling. However, this
technique permits a single observer to make general work
evaluations rather quickly. The technique is valuable in
creating awareness of the magnitude of delays affecting the job
and in providing a measure of the effectiveness of a crew.
Five minute rating derives its name from the rule of thumb
that the time a crew should be observed is equal to the number
of men in the crew, but never

less than five minutes. A

suggested procedure is to observe each group from 30 seconds to
several minutes and to note the ratio of delay to total time.
If the delay exceeds 50 percent of the time, it is noted as
such. Otherwise, the block of time is shown as working by using
an approximation approach to decide whether a time is effective
or not. The sum of the workers and the times noted as effective
divided by the total observation time will give the activity
rating for the whole crew.
As we can see there are a number of methods that can be
used to predict construction site productivity. These methods
have been used successfully in manufacturing in the past and
they can be used in construction also. They are inexpensive
and easy to implement and they can help owners and contractors
manage their projects better achieving higher productivity.
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REASONS FOR THE POOR PERFORMANCE OF CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTIVITY

As it was described in chapter 4, construction appears to
be among the worst industries in terms of productivity
performance. Although there are significant measurement problems
and therefore productivity comparisons may not be totally
valid, most experts agree that there is a lag between the
productivity performance of the total business economy and that
of the construction industry. Factors contributing to this lag
will be presented and analysed in this chapter.

5.1 Reasons for oroductivitv's decline after the late 1960's

In addition to the measurement problems that were
described in chapter 4 there are some factors that actually
contributed to the construction productivity decline that was
observed after the late 1960's. Various economists and
researchers that examined the issue managed to attribute a part
of the decline to some specific factors that will be described
next. However a part of the decline remained unexplained and
some researchers, like L. Thurow £303 described the whole issue
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as

"a mystery

in construction".

(1) Deceleration
Capital

in the growth of capital-labor ratio

stock can influence labor productivity in two ways:

(a)

the quantity of capital per worker may be changing, and

(b)

its quality may be

improving or deteriorating.

A number of researchers have found

that

the growth

in

capital-labor ratio has slowed since the mid-1960's. According
to Stokes

(1980)

[313,

who for his study used the Department's

of Commerce Bureau of Industrial

Economics series on gross

stocks of equipment and structures
the growth

(book value in constant $),

in capital-labor ratio in the construction

industry

declined from an average of 4.6 percent per year between
and

1968 to an average of 0.5 percent per

and

1974.
Gollop and Jorgenson

(1973)

[323

findings. They concluded that capital

year

between 1968

support Stokes's
input

in contract

construction diminished slightly between 1966 and
contrast to earlier

1950

1973,

periods, while the rate of labor

in

input

grew at a consistent rate.
Benett
net capital

(1979)

[33] calculated that

stock per employee hour

year between 1948 and

1967 to

the rate of growth

sank from 5.5 percent per

zero from 1967 to

A second and complimentary way
capital on labor productivity is,

in

1973.

to assess the impact

of

as mentioned above, to

consider changes in the quality of the capital

stock utilized
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in the industry. Since quality is not directly observable,
average age is used as a proxy. A declining average age could
indicate strong net investment and perhaps a more rapid
infusion of higher quality equipment, or simply discarding of
obsolete equipment. This would tend to provide a boost to
growth in labor productivity.
According to Stokes C34] the average age of capital stock
in construction rose at an annual rate of 1.0 percent between
1951 and 1968 and at a 0.3 percent rate between 1968 and 1974.
While capital stock continue to age in the latter period,
it did so at a slower rate. The capital stock was aging at a
more rapid pace when labor productivity was growing rapidly,
and aging more slowly when productivity was declining,
contrary to what might have been expected.
The quality argument is further weakend by considering
only the average age of the stock of equipment. Intuitively
this concept

is closer to the types of capital which contribute

directly to labor productivity. In this case the average age
declined between 1968 and 1974 compared to a rise between 1951
and 1968, contrary to what could have been expected on the
basis of trends in productivity growth.
Assuming that profit type income is about 20 percent of
total factor income in the construction sector, Stokes
concludes that the result of both factors (quantity and
quality of capital) combined was a decline to the annual rate
of productivity growth of 0.7 percent. While this view is not
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unanimous,

there has been a rough consensus that the

deceleration in the growth of capital-labor ratio explains a
small part of the decline that was observed after

mid to

late

1960's.
According to Creamens

(1981)

[35]

seriously questioned because of the
construction equipment

industries such as finance,

even though

in the capital
it is used

contribution to
capital

increased use of leased

that has taken place in the

Equipment such as back-hoes,

considered

this explanation must be

1970's.

cranes, and bulldozers owned by
insurance, or real estate,

stock of the construction

in that

is not

industry

industry and makes a

its labor productivity. Creamens suggests that

equipment available to construction workers may

actually have increased

in the

1970's.

The practice of renting equipment rather
may be generally economically efficient but
productivity in two ways. First,
hour worked by

limiting access

than owning

it,

it reduces measured

it reduces average output per

to equipment. Unlike purchased

equipment rented equipment is not always available when needed.
When there

is an unplanned need for the equipment, or the need

is too marginal

to justify the rental expense, then labor

productivity will be reduced. Partly offsetting this effect,
renting makes available a wide variety of specialized
equipment. Second, equipment rental
and is therefore not included
construction industry.

is considered an expense,

in the gross product

of the

In contrast if equipment had been owned
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by a construction firm, most of the cost of owning the
machinery (interest, depreciation, maintenance and repair,
taxes) would have been included as a part of the gross product.
Since Gross Product Originating is the numerator in the
productivity ratio, measured labor productivity is reduced by
equipment rental.
In a more recent study

(1985), Allen [36] used both the

BIE series and the APC index of capital

input. He found that

the net effect of changes in the capital-labor ratio on
productivity is very sensitive to which measure is used. Using
the BIE series, the capital-labor ratio actually grew by 15.6
percent between 1968 and 1978,

resulting in a 3.5 increase in

productivity. In contrast, there is a

3.8 percent decline in

the APC capital-labor ratio, resulting in a 0.9 percent fall
productivity. According to Allen the APC measure better
reflects the economic reality.

(2) The shift of the output mix
Aggregate productivity growth in an industry can be
devided into two primary components, productivity growth in
each of the industry's sectors and the effects of changes in
the composition of industry output. If the composition of
output is shifting to sectors with lower average productivity
this would cause industry productivity to rise more slowly or
even decline even though productivity continued
each of the component sectors.

to rise in

in
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According to Stokes [373,

shifts in the composition of the

construction industry output resulted in a 0.1 percent annual
productivity decline between the years 1968 and 1978. Although
no major structural change has occured in the sectoral
composition of output, some less visible shifts in sectoral
composition of output may have had an impact on construction
productivity. One of these is the type of highway projects.
Where the construction industry used to build simple interstate
highways, it is now building urban interstates where millions
of wires and pipes have to be moved before construction can
even begin. This shift to more labor intensive smaller rural
and urban road systems after the completion of the Interstate
Highway System seemed to significantly affect output per
worker in that subsector.
Another change is the increased number of massive billion
dollar projects including nuclear generating

plants and

chemical processing facilities. To the extend that the
construction industry is unfamiliar with managing complex
projects, productivity will decline. Not only the increased
complexity, but the issue of safety negatively affect
productivity. For example, in the case of electrical generating
plants since construction output is measured in terms of
kilowatts of installed capacity, long-drawn-out fights over
safety show up as fewer plants completed and less output per
hour of work in the construction industry.
It must be emphasized that a shift in the mix of
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construction from new construction to M&R work may be
responsible for part of the productivity decline. It is very
likely that productivity is lower in M&R than new construction,
since it tends to be smaller scale, less capital

intensive,

less standarized and loses more time in start-up and clean-up.
This change in the mix could cause the overall average
productivity to decline regardless of developments in
individual categories of construction. MacAuley [383 argues
however, that it is unlikely that such a shift of construction
activity from new construction to M&R could account more than 2
or 3 percent cumulative productivity decline from 1968 to
1978.

(3) The effect of economies of scale
Value added per employee in the contract construction
industry clearly rises as the number of employees per firm rises
(see table 5.1). This may, but does not necessarily, suggest the
existence of economies of scale since larger firms may well be
producing a different product than smaller firms. However, data
presented in (2) did not suggest that shifts in the composition
of construction industry output explained any meaningful part
of the deterioration in productivity so that any productivity
implications from these data would likely reflect the influence
of economies of scale.
Stokes [39] suggests that scale diseconomies have not been
an important part of the deterioration of construction
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TABLE

ADDED PER EMPLOYEE
-VALUE
BY SIZE OF FIRM

(thousands of dollars)
Employees
Per Establishment

1967

1977

All Firms
1-4
5-9
10-19
20--49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1000 & Over

12.317
14.093
10.512
1.1-54
11.961
12.613
12.665
12.628
13.392
13.669

23.139
18.555
18.626
20.844
24.429
26.285
26.542
26.330
27.972
28.499

Source: Census of Construrtion indusirers. 1967. 1977.

Table 5.1

Source:

[393
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productivity during the 1968-1978 period. Allen [403 argues
that the decline in average establishment size resulted in a
1.6 percent decline in productivity.

(4) Changes in the labor force composition

There has been much discussion in the literature of the
impact on productivity of the higher proportion of women and
younger workers in the labor force. Since construction
productivity performance was substantially worse than that of
the economy as a whole, it is only fair to ask if the
demographic composition of the workforce in construction has
changed more than in other industries.
There is little evidence that the increasing proportion of
women decreases productivity. As we can see from table 5.2,
women in construction increased from 4.8 percent in 1968 to 6.8
percent in 1978.

In the total economy they increased from 36.6

to 41.2 percent. So the sex distribution of employment during
this period changed more rapidly in the total economy than in
the construction industry. If sex distribution was key to
productivity growth this should have benefited the construction
industry relative to the rest of the economy.
However, there is evidence that increasing the proportion
of younger, less experienced workers does have a deleterious
effect, and this may explain a small part of the decline in
construction productivity. Although the construction industry
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TABLE

-PERSONS EMPLOYED IN THE ECONOMY
AND IN CONSTRUCTION
(percentage distribution)

Total Economy

Total

1950 1968
100.0 100.0

1978
100.0

Construction

1950

1968

1978

100.0 100.0

100.0

Males
16-24

70.6
10.9

63.4
10.6

58.8
12.3

98.2
14.1

95.2
14.4

93.2
22.6

25-54
55 & Over
Females
16-24
25-54
55 & Over

46.3
13.3
29.4
6.8
18.7
3.9

40.9
11.8
36.6
8.5
21.7
6.4

37.2
9.3
41.2
10.5
25.0
5.7

65.5
18.6
1.8
0.4
1.3
0.1

64.4
16.4
4.8
0.9
3.3
0.7

58.9
11.6
6.8
1.6
4.4
0.9

Source: Unpublished data from the Curresn Populaumi,

'nent of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Table 5.2
Source:

E413

Survey. U.S. Depari-
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employs proportionally fewer young workers than the total
economy, the share of employment of young workers in
construction rose more rapidly than in the overall economy
between 1968 and 1978.
According to Allen [423,

although the median level of

schooling increased during the decade 1968-1978, the net
effect of changes in both demographics and schooling was a 0.7
percent decline in productivity.

(5) Changes in the union/non-union composition of labor force
Numerous assertions have been made about the deleterious
impact of the building trades unions on construction
productivity. Exclusive jurisdiction, lopsided collective
bargaining agreements, inefficient local labor practices,
hazards of local unions politics, the handicap of skilled pay
for semi-skilled work and divided loyalties among foremen are
the most important problems associated with union construction.
Regardless of

the static impact

of craft unions on

productivity, there is little reason to believe that their
effect after the mid-1960's has changed so as to contribute
incrementally to the productivity decline. The building trades
have declined substantially after the mid-1960's in both power
and influence. This decline is hardly consistent with the
argument that increasing union work rules or disputes are
responsible for the productivity deterioration in construction.
If union rules were the problem, one would expect to see
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productivity grow as unions become less important in the
construction business. In fact the decline in unionization and
the decline in productivity have gone hand in hand.
To generate falling productivity from restrictive work
rules it is also necessary to argue not just that inefficient
work rules exist but that these inefficient work rules have
been growing at a very rapid rate. Although such restrictive
union practices certainly exist, there simply isn't any
evidence that they have been growing.
On the other hand, the non-union sector of the
construction industry has grown substantially over the last two
decades, as figure 5.1 presents. The question arises how the
rise of the open shop could account for a decline in
productivity. If conventional wisdom is correct, non-union
firms should improve productivity because they are more
flexible in work assignments, jurisdictional disputes do not
exist, and because they can adapt faster to technological
change. However, their most important advantage is their
ability to substitute less skilled or more narrowly trained
labor for higher skilled

journeymen. Besides having less

training, the less skilled workers can be paid significantly
different hourly wages depending on individual productivity
instead of the uniform hourly rates paid to union journeymen.
These differences result in a skill structure in open shop
construction which is heavily weighted toward specialized,
semi-skilled workers in contrast to the journeyman/apprentice
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skill structure in union firms.
The difference in skill structure may influence
substantially construction labor productivity. Mandelstamm's
(1965) unique study [443

comparing labor hours in union and

non-union home building shows that open shop firms used roughly
25 percent more labor hours for the same unit of ouput (one
house) than did union firms.
In another study, Allen (1979) [453

compared the

productivity of union and non-union construction workers using
the 1972 Census of Construction Industries covering all sectors
of the industry nationwide. He found that output per employee
was at least 29 percent greater in unionized establishments.
Additionally he argued that if this extra productivity is
entirely attributed to labor, then union members are at least
38 percent more productive than other workers in construction.
Differences in capital, capital

recentness, firm size, measurable

labor quality (age, schooling, occupation), geographical price
differences, sector within construction, and region have been
held constant so that nobody could claim that union members are
more productive merely because unions tend to organize, for
example, the largest firms or the capital intensive sectors.
Allen points out two reasons why union workers are more
productive. First, union workers are likely to receive more
training, and this results in part from their tendency to be
tied to a craft rather than a firm. Rees and Dunlop [463
both note the pride craft union members take in the skills
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which provide them with a group identity. Superior training
also results from the active role union members take in
developing apprenticeship programs. As a second reason why
union workers are more productive Allen points out that union
hiring halls reduce recruiting and screening costs to
contractors.
It seems that the increase in the open shop could well
account for a substantial part of the labor productivity
decline. Open shop firms simply use more on-site labor as
substitute for skills. They can do this and still compete with
union firms because the lower hourly wage offsets the lower
level of labor productivity. Thus construction labor
productivity can decline even while average unit costs are at
least stable or, depending on the relative cost of non-union
work, even falling.
Allen (1985) [473

claims that between 1961

and 1978 the

proportion of employees belonging to unions in construction
fell from 39 to 32 percent and this resulted to a 0.8 percent
decline in productivity.

5.2 Factors unique to construction that constrain the
industry from beinq productive

There are some factors unique to construction that
constrain the industry from being productive. Moreover, there
are some factors that although do not apply exclusively to
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construction appear to affect

that

industry more than others.

next be presented.

These factors will

(1) The unique nature of construction projects
Construction

is a project oriented industry. Each project

has its own singular aspects. Most projects are one-of-a kind
designs and,
brought to

in most cases the factors of production must be

and assembled at

specific project,

a unique site. Even within a

the craftsperson

same work every day. The

is seldom required to do the

"do something different"

characterizes the construction process
to productivity in that
new challenges. However,

that

is favorable

in regard

it prevents worker boredom and provides
this characteristic also negatively

affects the labor productivity

in that

it constraints the

learning process.
For each project

a temporary multi-organization of people

and firms, who have different

interests and values,

have worked together before and, may not work
is brought

who may not

together again,

into being. As the number of participants

increases,

the number of communication channels proliferates. This

in turn

results in huge problems of communication and coordination.
The custom-orientation that characterizes construction
means that the

industry has been slow to respond

of mass production.

Its structure

layered, with complex interlocking

to the benefits

is highly specialized and
interests and traditions.

Its character makes it highly effective on practical

or project
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matters, yet often ineffective on general matters.

(2) The dependence of the industry on the economy
The construction industry is one of the most,

if not the

most, affected industry by the national economy's condition.
Federal and state goverments often use monetary or fiscal
policy to regulate construction activity. The national economy
influences the construction sector in many ways, but two of
these are particularly important:

(a) in times of economic

uncertainty, the industry's clients in the public and private
sectors can cause wide fluctuation in advance orders;

(b) the

cost of construction may be influenced a good deal by the
overall economic and production framework (e.g. higher interest
rates result in unavailability of credit and consequently
higher financing costs).
Dramatic swings in policy might create wide fluctuation of
construction activity. Obviously, these swings greatly affect
individual contractors' workloads. It becomes next to
impossible for a firm to work at peak efficiency given wide
variations in workload. The "boom/bust cycle" experienced as a
function of cost of capital has resulted in a failure rate at
nearly two times that of firms in the manufacturing industry.
As the work declines, construction firms lay off workers. Team
spirit never transpires and the cost of re-recruiting,
rehiring and retraining labor is always reflected in
construction costs and adversely affects construction
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productivity. This problematic situation fails to improve
within the management ranks. Since a very small core works as a
team as firms tend to expand and contract, projects are often
supervised during boom periods when most construction
transpires, by inexperienced construction managers. Such
factors compounded throughout the industry result in serious
wasting of resources, contributing to lower productivity.

(3) The small size of the firms
The very size of construction firm reduces its potential
for high productivity. Although the construction industry
represents one of the largest industries, the majority of the
firms are small, closely held firms. This must be due to the
easiness of entry to and exit from this type of business that
is characterized by high labor and low capital intensity.
The small firm seldom has the ability to purchase enough
equipment for a specific situation. Instead, the firm often
uses what it has on hand even if it is not optimal. Similarly,
the small, underfinaced firm may not be able to acquire the
most modern management tools or the most qualified supervisors
or managers. This puts the small firm at a clear disadvantage
in terms of productivity.

(4) The lack of R&D
It is generally recognized that investment in R&D
contributes to higher productivity. However, most construction
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firms, especially the small

ones, wage a weekly battle

maintain sufficient cash reserves to meet

to

their payrolls. Very

rarely a construction firm has a R&D budget.
According
Productivity

to a study made by

(1986) [48]

all elements of
0.39 percent
What

the total

of the annual

of all

annual

investment

in R&D by

the construction community propably ammounts to

is more impressing,

percent

the Committee on Construction

value of construction put

in place.

the contractors account for only 4

construction related R&D in the U.S.

It is

perceived that contractors have not generally supported R&D
due to one or more of

the following beliefs:

-Onsite construction is

just a service industry and the

responsibility for conducting R&D lies with

the manufacturers

of equipment and materials.
-It

seldom pays a construction contractor to

because the results of such an

investment

techniques) can not be patented and

invest

in R&D

(improvements in

therefore the firm will

soon lose its competitive advantage because competitors
will quickly

learn and use everything worthwhile.

-Overhead expenses like investment
minimum

in order

in R&D must be kept to a

for a construction firm to survive the periods

of low activity that are common to construction.
The Committee on Construction Productivity determined also
that

the U.S. construction community invests proportionally

less in R&D than other U.S.

industries but also

less than

construction industries in some foreign countries, notably
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Japan.

(5) Adverse, uncertain weather and seasonality
Construction is one of the few industries in which the
product is built in an open enviroment subject to various
temperatures, precipitation, wind and so on. Each of these and
other enviromental factors affect labor as well as equipment
productivity. Given unexpected and unseasonable weather, we
might well expect that a craftsperson would perform less than
50 percent of his or her normal and expected productivity [49].
Even when adverse weather

is anticipated and prepared for,

the

fact remains that contractors suffer in terms of both labor and
equipment productivity.
Manhours loses due to weather can be classified into five
groups:
(a) Bad weather time, or paid time in which bad weather
temporarily prevents craftsmen from working.
(b) reduced productivity, which occurs when the craftsmen
continue working, but their output is reduced, thus requiring
additional paid manhours.
(c) Repeat work resulting by damage caused by frost, ice, wind,
or rain, or the need to correct poor quality workmanship
resulting from bad weather.
(d) Stood-off-time, which includes instances when workers are
dismissed, are absent or report late as a result of bad
weather.
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(e) Reduced working schedule or shortened work weeks that occur
during winter months and result

(6) The risk of worker
Construction

in a loss of momentum.

accident

is an injury-prone industry. Govermental

agencies keep track of two measures of safety or accidents;
number of accidents per worker hour of effort

the

(refered to as

disability frequency rate) and the disability severity index or
rate, which

is defined by associating lost hours with an

accident. The construction process has historically had the
worst disability frequency rate of all
mining

industries. Next to the

industry it has had a second worst severity rate.

According to

the Business Roundtable

(1982)

accounts for

10 percent of occupational

[503 construction

injuries and 20 percent

of work related fatalities.
The costs

incurred by accidents are both direct

indirect. Direct costs

(insured)

include medical

premiums for worker's compensation benefits,
property

losses. The

expenses and

liability and

indirect costs, which are not

make up the bulk of the total.

and

insured,

They include delays in project

schedules, administrative time and expense, and damage to the
equipment and the facility under construction. On the top of
that,

there

is the possibility of punitive damages awarded in

lawsuits, for which no estimate was made. All

these increase

the cost of construction and reduce productivity.
In addition, workers tend

to protect themselves by working
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at a less than optimal rate. Labor also argues for various work
rules that, while constraining productivity do reduce the risk
of worker accidents. Should an accident occur, the negative
effect on productivity is quite direct. Time at the job site is
lost and worker morale decreases to the point that productivity
may be reduced for days, even weeks.

(7) Goverment regulations
Goverment regulations, particularly enviromental, and
safety and health regulations, are frequently blamed for the
poor performance of construction productivity. It is widely
agreed that regulations and regulatory delays have hurt
construction productivity, although the extent is not known.
Construction is one of the most regulated of all

industries.

Occupational safety and health regulation are especially
prevalent because construction, as it has already been
mentioned, is one of the most hazardous industries.
Enviromental regulations have restricted a number of efficient
but controversial development techniques that were standard
practice before ecological concerns became so important. A
major problem for many types of construction has been political
controversy over projects under construction. For example,
power plant construction has often been interrupted by
lawsuits, regulatory delays, and even demonstrations by
enviromentalists and antinuclear groups.
It is generally perceived that most regulations result in
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an increase in the time it takes to complete a project and
negatively affect the construction budget. The range of
regulatory areas that affect construction is wide, consisting
of accessibility by the handicapped, aesthetics, consumer
protection, demolition, enviromental protection, etc.
Not only are at least 3 levels of goverment (federal,
state, local)

involved in regulating construction but at each

level of goverment many different departments, agencies, boards
and commissions get in the act. The result is overlapping,
duplicative, and sometimes conflicting regulations that
constrain construction from being more productive through
improved technology as well as improved organization and
management of the construction process.
Generally, regulation can impair output per unit of input
in several different ways, namely:
-Devotion of resources (L,K, and others) to satisfaction of
regulations.
-Filing reports, making and preserving records, and compiling
information absorb also resources.
-More input used because of less efficient production.
-Introduction of new ideas and technology retarded by
regulatory delays.
-Prevention of optimal allocation of resources.
The detrimental effects of regulations are several,
namely:
-Duplication of requirements between regulatory agencies.
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-Inconsistent

requirements within and between regulations.

-Lengths of forms to be filled out.
-Complexity of complying with the regulations.
-Unnecessary requirements.
Although regulations negatively affect all

industries,

construction seems to be the most affected of all.
presents the responses to a survey conducted
small

businesses

of U.S.,

(with fewer

in

Figure 5.2

1981

among

than 500 employees) in 3 states

namely Michigan (depressed state by that time),

(relatively well

off economically at that time),

(somewhere in between by

Texas

and Colorado

that time).

(8) Work rules or practices
Productivity can be enhanced or hampered by changes in
work rules which permit more or
force, and technology. There

less efficient use of the labor

is, however,

very

little data

relating to productivity altering work rules. Table 5.3 shows
that relative to all

industries, construction would appear to

have a larger share of productivity restricting agreements.
According to data for
clauses establishing

1975, 6 percent of all contracts contain
labor-management committees to review

production procedures while

less than 0.5 percent of

construction contracts have such clauses. Over 30 percent of
all contracts allow for
percent

incentive wage payments, whereas only

of construction contracts allow such payments. About

percent of all such contracts allow for merit wage

increases,

1
3

Specific Detrimental Effects of Regulation: Comparison by Industry

1

2

3

4

5

Specific Effect
Legend
Construction
Manufactunng
Wholesale
Retail
Financial
Services

Average Impact Key
No imDact
Slightly detrimental
Moaerately detrimental
Heavily detrimental
Very severely detrimental

Valid Cases
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale
Retail
Financial
Services
Total

Specific Effect Key

Duplicate requirements
Inconsistent requirements
Form length
Requirement complexity
Unnecessary requirements

Figure 5.2
Source:

[513

27
81
25
28
13
18
192
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-PERCENTAGE OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
TABLE
AGREEMENTS CONTAINING CLAUSES THAT
MAY AFFECT PRODUCTIVITY: 1975

(per cent)

All Industries
Manufacturing
Nonmanufacturing
Construction

I

II

III

IV

5.9
6.7
5.0
0.3

30.4
53.9
3.0
1.0

3.0
5.2
0.6
0

53.8
46.7
62.1
86.3

Source: U.S. Department of Labor (1977).
Note: (1) Percentage of contracts that establish labor-management committees on productivity;

(II)
(111)
(IV)

Percentage of contracts that allow incentive wage payments:
Percentage of contracts that allow ment wage increases:
Percentage of contracts that limit subcontracting.

Table 5.3
Source:
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while there are no such clauses in construction contracts.
Finally, nearly 54 percent of all contracts placed limits in
the use of subcontracting whereas 86 percent of construction
contracts included such limitations.

CHFFPTER
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION

Accurate, reliable and consistent productivity measurement
is essential for being able to make useful comparisons
regarding productivity. Measuring construction productivity
correctly, as well as understanding the meaning of what it is
measured, is prerequisite for making the right conclusions and
taking the proper actions to improve it.
From what it was presented in chapter 4 it is obvious that
there is a need for more comprehensive and accurate measurement
of construction productivity, not just at the macroeconomic
level, but also for various segments of the industry, types of
enterprises, and individual tasks. Recommendations to improve
construction productivity measurement will be presented in
section 6.1.
Although present productivity statistics are not accurate
and reliable, efforts to improve productivity must not be
deferred until more accurate estimates are available. The
performance of the productivity of the U.S. construction
industry during the last two decades, although not as poor as
the official goverment statistics indicate, is a matter of
concern. Eventhough some of the industry's specific
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characteristics constrain construction from being as productive
as other industries, specific steps must be taken towards the
long term improvement of construction productivity.
A more integrated approach to the problems of construction
productivity is necessary. The various parties (owners,
designers, contractors, labor, and others) must show good
will and cooperate with each other towards the common goal,

the

improvement of construction productivity. The importance of
the construction industry for, as well as its dependence on,
the national economy necessitate the creation of a general
voice, a lobying group representing the industry in general
policy issues with main goal that of improving productivity.
In sections 6.2 various recommendations for improving
construction productivity in the U.S. will be made. The
recommendations are categorized depending on the group mainly
responsible for carying them out, namely management, labor and
goverment. However, the issue of R&D and innovation is treated
separately because of its huge importance to the long term
well being of the construction industry and to the improvement
of its productivity.

6.1 Improvement of construction productivity measurement

The concept of total

(or multi) factor productivity must

be used more frequently in the construction industry in order
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for useful productivity comparisons to be made. This is very
important because management, after
maximize

pursue particular

labor

they decrease

multi

does not

and

labor.

intensive technologies

productivity. This by no means implies that
important. Given the

process,

to

it

Thus, firms will
to the extent

(increase) unit costs of output

factor productivity) regardless of their

is not

look

labor productivity as such but looks to reduce costs

through any combination of capital

that

all,

is still

labor

(total or

impact on labor

labor productivity

intensity of

the construction

advantageous to a firm to use labor

as

efficiently as possible by employing modern management
techniques and motivation methods (see section 6.2.1).

However,

productivity comparisons between different productive units or
different points
useful

in time for the same productive unit are more

when the concept of total

So everyone that

is

factor productivity is used.

involved in productivity measurement must

be exposed to that concept and become more sophisticated

in its

meaning and use.
The construction

industry needs a series of productivity

indexes. A single industry-wide index of productivity is
insufficient.

While

it might provide useful

information for

economists and planners, it would not meet the need at

the

level where decision making and actions are taken to produce
improvements in productivity. A broad family of

indexes

is a

sign of sophistication. However, the use of various indexes
requires one to be very acutely aware of their meaning and that
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their purposes vary a great deal.The indexes should be designed
to permit owners and contractors to compare the performance of
their projects with similar ones. The indexes should also
provide the ability to compare parameters such as craft
productivity, type of work, performance by geographical area.
Current goverment procedures for collecting and
analyzing data, and constructing productivity indexes are
inadequate and unreliable. It is extremely important for
goverment agencies to take the appropriate steps to improve the
accuracy and reliability of current construction industry
statistics. Main approaches towards that direction are the
following:
-Improving

the quality of the deflators in two ways. First,

collecting more final price data in order to expand the price
elements of the official deflator beyond the current ones.
Second, reducing the bias in the existing daflator by updating
the factor input weights for various types of construction.
-Emphasizing more in the accuracy of the reported output and
improving the procedures used to collect output data. Both new
construction put in place and M&R data must be collected
separately for the contract construction industry.
-Improving the consistency between output and inputs used to
produce it.

If it is not possible to use data for output and

inputs with the same source, at least it must be secured that
output and inputs reported refer to the same time period.
-Collecting data on construction employment by type of
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construction activity

(rather than by

type of contractor as

it

is now done) so that productivity trends in different
subsectors of

the industry can be reported separately.

-Collecting appropriate data not only on labor but also on
capital

(something that

is now being done only in the Census of

the Construction Industries, every five years) so that total
multi factor productivity

or

indexes can be constructed

systematically.
Although the problems of developing labor productivity
indexes by type of construction are greater than those that
exist in other

goods producing

labor requirements can help a
a database

if,

industries, the BLS studies of
lot.

These studies can serve as

in the design of surveys, more

information is

collected and provisions are made to match projects over time
periods in terms of their characteristics as closely as
possible. If the matching

is comprehensive, this would meet

the already mentioned problem of developing a physical output
measure and would automatically adjust for any shifts in the
distribution of types of projects. The more frequently surveys
are conducted, the more applicable

the matching could be.

Changes in the construction type, on a year

to year basis, are

undoubtedly narrower than they are over extended time periods.
However,

since the

labor requirements studies cover a sample

and not the entire universe, it would be difficult to match
projects over

time all

the times.

Matching projects in terms of characteristics (physical,
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geographical, and others) is easier where structures are not
involved i.e. highways. In such projects characteristics are
less subject to change and changes tend to be gradual, so
matching by project on a year to year basis does have greater
possibilities.
For projects where structures are involved the
possibilities of providing identical matches are extremely
small,

and another approach is necessary. This approach would

involve identifying the most significant characteristics of a
structure relative to the manhour requirements and correlating
these characteristics with differences in manhour requirements.
It would involve a regression analysis in which the main
characteristics of a structure are identified together with the
number of manhours for building the entire structure. The
regression coefficients that are developed from the data, can
be interpreted as technical coefficients, showing the
contribution of each of these characteristics to the on site
manhours requirements required to produce the structure.
Separate relationships can be developed for each year. The
index of labor productivity can be derived by comparing the
change in these coefficients weighted by the base period
characteristics of projects.
Finally it is essential

to emphasize that greater use of

site productivity measurement systems is needed. The Business
Roundtable (1982) [533

suggests the creation of a privately

funded and operated (by owners and contractors) national
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productivity center to:
-Assist site managers in establishing site productivity
measurement and control programs,and
-Correlate and analyze data and issue periodic reports of
productivity in the various subsectors.
Figure 6.1 provides a schematic diagram listing the major
functions of such a construction productivity center as well
as its relationships with other elements concerned with the
industry.

6.2 Improvement of construction productivity performance

6.2.1 Recommendations to management

A philosophy of project orientation must be established.
Projects are different and it is not reasonable to assume that
can be addressed the same way. Not only are the cost and
maximum size of the work force distincly different, but the mix
of activities is not the same.
Planning, building the job on paper, is very important
because it forces the managers to conceptualize allpotential
activities and consider alternatives. Planning must be done at
all

levels and must be a continuous process as the job

progresses. The major benefit of planning occurs not when
things go as planned but in being able to react properly when
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the unexpected arises. Project control
initial

planning because a plan that

The planning effort required at
costs associated with it
want.

important as the

is as

is ignored

is worthless.

the outset of a project and the

involve more than most people would

Nevertheless, the costs associated with

the

initial

planning and marshalling of the resources are minimal

in

comparison with the difficulties and the waste of resources
that will

follow if the planning effort

is neglected. Most

owners and contractors tend to underestimate the relationship
between good planning and good results.
Successful projects

invariably have good participation and

communication. Because of all

the interface relationships in a

project, each person must know more about the project than what
is required to do his or her own job. Perhaps the quickest way
to

improve productivity is to focus attention on communication

and participation.
Constructability is also a very important

issue. Greater

integration between construction and design can result
substantial
functional

in

savings, because although many designs are
when complete, they are also

inefficient to

construct. This is an area where the construction manager can
play a very constructive role.
Most of the above suggestions refer

to

items which precede

but greatly influence the efficiency of site activities.
Nonetheless, there

is much room for

operations themselves.

improvement of

the site

It is management's responsibility

to

provide the workforce with
materials, and
manner.

information to do

the job

tools, equipments,
in a workmanlike

Failure to do so results in lower productivity. Job

sequencing and layout
that if

the necessary

are also responsibilities of management

improperly carried out can result

in crew

interference

and congestion with demolishing effects on productivity.
Planning tools and equipment utilization, material
manpower

assignments to minimize waiting time,

and other nonproductive activities,

flow, and

traveling time,

is also very important.

In addition to the above mentioned administrative issues,
management must analyze work methods and enviromental
and how these affect crew level work

issues

in the field. The work

methods used must be efficient, and crew members must
necessary skills and desire to do the work.

Also,

have the

the quality

of the working enviroment, for example poor sanitary facilities
and unsafe working conditions, has a significant

effect on

craftsmen productivity.
Motivation of construction workers is another area where
management can play a constructive role. Construction workers
seem to take

less pride in their work than was true in past

years. The work ethic

seems to have weakend considerably,

possibly because of social
benefits or,

at least

welfare programs, unemployment

in some years, economic prosperity.

Management can enrich workmen's motivation through various
techniques, the most
-Goal

setting:

important being:

It is perhaps the least

used motivational

method
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in construction. It is important for the goal to be specific,
attainable and neither too high (which gives workers little
incentive to try) nor too low (which will yield only low
output).
-Incentives: Tangible rewards, like profit sharing, are used in
the open shop sector. Unions, however, oppose their use.
-Job enrichment: Adding more responsibility to a job in order
to make it more interesting. Although this is a good
motivational method in manufacturing, where tasks are repetitive
and boring,

it is unnecessary in construction because

construction tasks are more interesting and challenging. Just
good work flow, work facilitation, is capable of motivating
construction workers.
-Worker participation: Quality circles, which represent the
most commonly used type of worker participation, let the
workers identify and help solve problems affecting their work.
This method is considered the most effective one.
-Positive reinforcement: Construction craftsmen receive little
or no recognition for their work. However,
that positive reinforcement

studies have shown

is very important in motivating

workers. This method is the easiest to implement and the least
expensive.
It is essential to emphasize that management, in addition to
using one or more of the above motivational techniques, must
eliminate demotivators, notably wasted time on the job through
no fault of the worker.
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According to the Business Roundtable (1982) [54], half of
the time lost in construction steams from poor management
practices. And one reason why construction productivity's
performance continues to be poor

is that management has failed

to pay attention to this problem. Managers should admit that
the main responsibility for productivity improvement in
construction rests with them and that they must take fresh
approaches in attacking the problem by using labor motivational
techniques and modern management methods.
Finally, the creation of a position or a functional unit,
a department, with sole objective of improving productivity
might be a good idea.

In that case the main responsibilities

would be:
-Evaluating the existing organizational problems and procedures
of the functional units involved in the construction process
and of the project management teams and develop improvements.
-Establishing a standard measurement and feedback system and
guiding its implementation.
-Analyzing ongoing and completed projects to identify
innovations and good management practices.
-Communicating those practices to in-house management, acting
as an advisor to ongoing project teams, and training management
personnel at all

levels concerned with the building process.
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6.2.2 Recommendations to labor

Exclusive jurisdiction, which is based on the notion that
each task can be performed only by members of a particular
trade union, is a major source of inefficiencies in
construction for various reasons. Jurisdictional disputes on a
project are costly because the settlement process causes job
delays. The disputes also foment dissension among workers,
interfere with job coordination, and frequently result in
inefficient assignments. If they result in job stoppages, there
are additional costs.
Contractors need to gain the freedom to assign work in the
most efficient way to any workers who can do it safely.
Jurisdictional agreements should be revised to permit this.
Unionized construction workers should understand that their
long-term interests will be best served if unions cooperate
actively with contractors in removing unnecessary impediments
to efficient performance. Mergers of some unions are also
needed to reduce both structural and political deterrents to
more flexible work assignments. Exclusive jurisdiction may well
be the greatest handicap faced by union contractors as they
attempt to avoid further losses in their shrinking share of the
construction market.
Other main restrictive provisions in union construction
agreements are in areas like overtime premiums, time paid and
not worked, subsistence and travel pay, shift provisions, hours
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of work, crew size, off-site fabrication, and show-up pay.
Elimination or modification of these provisions offers a

substantial potential for reducing the cost of unionized
construction. These changes would benefit both management and
labor, by generating more work for union contractors.
In addition to inefficient work practices imposed by
collective bargaining agreements there are others, local
practices, not required by collective bargaining agreements.
These practices, not specifically permitted or actually banned
by local bargaining agreements, probably started as a result of
union pressures, but union leaders often agree that their
members' interest would be better served if the practices
ended. The need for their elimination is essential.

6.2.3 Recommendations to goverment

As it was briefly mentioned in chapter 5 it is generally
perceived that most goverment regulations have a deteriorating
effect on construction productivity. The surge in regulations
that took place during the 1970's has increased the front-end
costs of projects. It has increased the time required between
the conceptualization of a project and the time construction
can begin. It has also increased uncertainty for private
investors because they cannot predict how govermental agencies
will handle their discretionary powers.
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Since it is generally accepted that some regulation is
necessary, the place for improvement is in the regulatory
process itself. The key areas are:
-the degree and extent of public participation;
-the efficiency and effectiveness of specific regulatory
approaches and timetables; and
-the accuracy and efficiency of the scientific and other data
used as a base.
Problems are inherent in any system of regulation where
govermental agencies are given discretion in the exercise of
powers. Many problems however have resulted from poor
govermental administration. A number of such problems are as
follows:
(a) Many agencies, unnecessarily, act as if the separate
permits for a single project must be handled sequentially and
not simultaneously for large projects involving as many as
thirty separate permits. This sequential processing may involve
enormous delays.
(b) There is insufficient information available to the public
about the regulatory process. Applicants have too little
information about the standards that will be used to evaluate
their projects. Additionally regulations are frequently
unclear and have to be frequently changed due to poor job done
by the regulators.
(c) There is a multiplicity of forms asking the same
information. An applicant, unnecessarily is required to
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present

the same information repeatedly to different agencies

in different formats.
(d) The regulatory process often involves unneeded delays, due
to

lack of accountability and poor performance of
Additionally a recent study by

Home Builders
-Most
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points out

the National

the staff.
Association of

the following problems:

codes, eventhough based on one of model codes,

political
to reflect

are

documents. Local officials often amend model
special

codes

interests.

-The lack of financial resources creates additional

problems in

the interpretation and enforcement of regulations because it
hampers the ability of
personnel

the building departments to

needs with qualified emloyees.

In addition to

the improper

interpretation and enforcement

of regulations, the tremendous diversity and the
uniformity
in

fill their

lack of

that characterizes them represents another constrain

improving productivity.

It

is almost unacceptable for

different communities within the same area to use different
building codes and regulations. However,
lately

there

is a movement

towards a unification of codes and regulations at least

at the state level.
It

is essential for the goverment to

towards eliminating

take some action

the above mentioned problems that hamper

the improvement of construction productivity. Some appropriate
steps might be the following:
(a) Preparing a permit handbook containing

a number of matrices
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matching types of projects, types of effects, and the applicable
permits; or alternatively, establishing

preapplication

conferences where contractors or/and owners can learn precisely
what approvals are needed and can thus set more realistic
schedules for project planning.
(b) Simplifying the procedures and reducing the time needed for
review and approval. This can be done by consolidating
responsibilities, wherever possible and, in that way, avoiding
duplication.
(c) Providing more financial resources to the building
departments to improve the interpretation and enforcement of
codes and regulations.
(d) Instituting review procedures to ensure that unnecessary
regulations do not remain in force.
(e) Encouraging the participation of the industry in the
formulation of relevant legislation.
(f) Reducing the diversity of codes and regulations and
establishing a unification at the optimum level.
Another action from the goverment's part that can help
improve productivity in construction is the reduction of the
limits on training innovations. The Davis-Bacon regulations
(1931)

require journeyman wages for all workers except those

enrolled in apprenticeship programs approved by the Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training of Department of Labor (BAT).
However, a great deal of construction work can be done by
helpers or subjourneymen and does not require the skill of a
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journeyman. Moreover, BAT's policy of approving only
traditional apprenticeship programs is outdated and not in
keeping with the needs of the industry. It restricts training
innovations and favors inefficient training.
The Labor Department as well as several state goverments
that have prevailing wage laws should provide means by which
helpers and subjourneymen as well as apprentices can be
essential part of a cost effective construction crew.
Additionally, the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training should
examine critically the existing procedures for registering
construction apprenticeship programs, giving due consideration
to the new techniques used in the modern day construction
practice.

6.2.4 The need for innovation

As it was mentioned in chapter 5, the level of
construction R&D in U.S. is inadequate and as it has been
clearly demonstrated by researchers that, as a general rule,
productivity is increased through investments in research and
development

(R&D), another step for improving construction

productivity in the U.S. might be by focusing in R&D in all
its forms, from basic reseach to dissemination and
demonstration of what is already known.
Although it is easy and reasonable to argue that
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investment

in construction R&D must be increased,

identifying

priorities in what research should be done and by whom, funding
and organizing

it,

and then taking the results through into

in practice are more difficult

effective use

to be determined.

The main question remains how to overcome the traditional
barriers to

technological

innovation

6.2 represents a summary of

the constraints to

take part

as

individual

its mission of

to the success of an overall

project. This leads,

in many cases, in a conflict between optimizing
objectives and optimizing
technological

in

in the total construction process has its

own objectives to promote as well
contributing

innovations

the thousands of

the construction industry. Each of
firms that

in construction. Figure

the final

project

individual

limiting

progress. Contracting practices that

economic incentives for

innovation

limit

(competitive bidding),

outdated building codes and restrictive goverment regulations,
some labor agreements and craft
possibility of

jurisdictional

liability suits as well

issues, the

as the total

lack of

communication in such a fragmented industry represent main
barriers to

technological

innovation in construction and

logical to argue that most of these will
the future, even if they do so
seems reasonable to suggest,

as did

Construction Productivity [573,
federal goverment

in a

it

continue to exist

lesser extent.

So,

is
in

it

the Committee on

that the involvement of

the

in formulating an appropriate R&D program for

the construction industry as well

as providing

its funding is
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essential for overriding the

absolutely

technological

barriers to

innovation in construction. Such a program would

involve representatives of all segments of the construction
community and would include a mechanism promoting two way
communications between researchers and users of the technology.
The need for rebuilding the
estimated to cost $1-3
provides a powerful

infrastructure of U.S.

trillion over

incentive for

in such a program towards

(which is

the next 20 years

£583)

the goverment to be involved

increasing the level of technological

innovation in construction.
The Business Roundtable, in its study of
productivity

(1982) [59],

the construction

takes another approach and

the creation of a privately funded organization

suggests

(by the owners,

who will be the ultimate beneficiaries of the technological
progress in construction) dedicated to
advancement of technology

improving the

in the U.S. construction

industry.

The primary functions of such an organization would be the same
with the mentioned above for
chart

the goverment.

Its organizational

appears on figure 6.3. Although the creation of a private

organization would help,

it seems that the goverment's

commitment would better ensure the success of a program for
technological

innovation in construction.

In addition to the need for a central organization,
individual

initiative is also useful.

must provide the necessary financial

Of course the goverment
and tax

incentives. The

Commerce Department's framework for setting up

limited R&D

AN ORGANIZATION FOR A
NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES IN
CONSTRUCTION

PRODUCT/
PROCESS #•1
Task Force Of Researchers
From Construction Industry
Firms And R&D Community
In Construction Technology

PRODUCT/
PROCESS #2

Task Force Of Researchers,
Developers, Users,
Manufacturers Ileaded By A
NITAC Project Manager Per
Product Or Process

Network Of Users And
Developers In Industry,
Universities, And
Government In Information
Dissemination
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partnerships represents a real opportunity for those

involved

in construction because it minimizes the possibility of
antitrust suits and provides tax and other financial
for firms to join. Construction firms, research
financial

incentives

institutions,

firms and manufacturers could form such R&D

partnerships relieving individual
entire burden.

£603

contractors from bearing the
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